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SalAt CONSTRUCTIONO

MEANING A SIGNIFICAOT DEVELOPKNI

FOR MATHEMATICS EDUCATION?

BY

'ALAN 1. BIS11411)
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UNIVEHOIY OF tAHBRIDGE
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HIE SOCIAL. CONSINIIETION Of MEANING A sIhNtl 11.,1N1
lif.V11.014.11.N1 fait HATittittAT It:S EDUCAT ION?

uY

ALAN J. 1115IIDP

I would IIZ today to direct your attention to what I carmine( the
significant new research area for us 10 matiwimatic educes too, and the

beat way keen) do this is to xplin (tat olity what 11*ils about, but also
haw 1 came toads its value. Mts. talk will therefore he a kind of journey

through sores Woos and will. I hope, convoy gamething 'the flavour, and

slim/ the substance, of the new area.

_ft However, In or4r to you comprehend tnd evaluate whit I have In
sal you should,knoW that ay o.w &gybing context is tiviteacher vita:Aim),
at a University Department of Education, and you must also reearethor that

of
it Is within the U.K. system. -Ana consequences is that I start. my research

from the sesump. lion that the teacher is the most important agent in the
whale riticatiane/ enterprise. Hoch of the practice of teachisig

leac.* education in this U.K. is bashed an the idea of the 'aut000moris,

Lector'. Hilo idea is a myth, of course, in the sense that every teacher

is subject to ill kinds of pressures but it is a myth that we value and

OfeSefas. sos not concerned today witti !whether or not Ibis is a' rtimut or
bait myth, but 1 wilt be h.-14)py LI 'grits tar now that it has its litilaiers as

04111 as fie bientsimist

n research Inlet ef;t5 Iii lilwa)24 been cane/wan! with I he VI 11! ugh,'
the .caehleilit iitto,af the atathemat ice clasecoan - the es-witc( hi attic,*

teacerN try to act-witurate isopt is into the siltesaticran's awis cif tattier.
irt ending te Hy reueaicl, philosophy is that of 'curls( rttcl ve al ler -

ruitivissi (Kelly, 19551 which weans that 1 look far iltemalivew.tiyt. cif
cu4Astruitui out interpreting classroom, phenomena in order that the

uceulturat ion process caw, be achieved more successful ly then. ii is at pi esni .

doe of the that atraotia of this reseirct to get developed C 041Ce r Ir I my work

tosciors,' tChar as s. CIRCI 01041- Oti;i4 t:( was a

emobeepliori dosirred lo catch the process whereby the teacher deal* wilt: thy
*any choices occur( frig both before owl during teaching. I was put t lc:hie/1y

interested in the decisiorts made during the rises/Akw interact tuna, taro

51tfuiiiiii:ta In the reserirChi lititture se 'interactive derisiori
(Shavelaru, 19)6). It fa a very powerful COOStrhet Irr 1110U It 1ihks the mono
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krwv.ledor ideolOgy,adtitudes, etc. With ito %POI
C I agar ono behaviour, _methods, language etc. Various sweets

of "xxethea;atics leachers' decision-mekirxg wilt learnt (filehop, 197611/ and
NUM y Mlle ere waiting to be explored. for errenple, dealing with pupils''

mistawlerstandirsqr and errors, constitutes large patt of a teschera

activity but the decision-masking construct forced me to attend to the,
(it( that, in the classroom situation, Whit IS significant le the teacher .
prceetoo of the errors

by thoGr researcher* who

stmusOlre away from the

',errs (teacher perceived

teatbers' strategies ror

and mieunderstendinge. thiOls *poetises forgotten

study ihildren's errors in a tahorstorSt-like

interactive classroom. i therefore looked at

errors) and was particularly intereetedjn the

dealing with these (Bishop, 1970). Ibis

research developed some very useful activities for teacher educetioni for

exple, 'freering' s moment ofileclelon in ."video -tape of a lesson and
analynifsi the choltes and criteria Open to the teacher. Into such discuseion
it is po441ble to inject many constructs from puychologitel reseerrh'which

would otherwise seem vary remote from the.clastroom.

ms

It is also satisfying to see that this construct hes been taken up
in e very serious and large-scale manner by the Institute for Iteseerch on
leaching st Michigan Stage University. the M10Ie work of the institute Is

based on the 'teacher as thinker' model and the decielon-making construct

is oell embedded in that model this concept ion recognises thp fact that

the laf:kr;, ronstrxirds and problems or leeching develop certain characteristic

ways of thinking in teachers, which clearly has enormous implications for

both initial and 1n-service teacher adoration (Clerk and Vtroger, 1979).

the seco.v1 research streod developed from a long - standing interest in

visomlisetioo, end once eosin wee concerned with the clanntoom situation,

fly first ttrAlds were with different teaching methods and their interaction.

with various aspects or spatial ability, but I found both or these constructs

sww1 S.A.) to be rather remote from the reel clessroom. I therefore

reworked both constructs, and changed 'teaching methodes to 'spatial activities',
w-

wiir 'spstlml Orililys became 'visual processing'.

we.

_e,resercher3' owl not a teachers' construct in thet 'we terwher cm*

possibly see the necessary range of teaching that researcher can,

the teachers I worked with were not heilly either &wed Ihrmelfwvilcmdeld

dichotomy., 'Spatial activities' on the other hard links maxis better with

content and seems to fit more with teachers' ideas of teaching although

it ii also capable of conaidereble extension beyond those ideas (111101061,

1974). It can be asbedded in the more
t

general construct of ' mathematical

eclivilleo' and this is a notion which !leveret reserWtiwrs-sia anstrently

expiating. for me, the notion of s mathematical settVity relates to both

topic and process, and is unit of both method and curriculum. I .

particularly value its focus on what the pupils are (supposedly) engaged

in and Weisel enables us to analyse activities by *nth things es type

(099o..closed, Weak*, asPloretion, analysis etc. ) ;mod group else (whale

chess, smell group, individual). can concern myself with *aiming'

relevant, meaningful spatial ectivittis (81WIerpk 19O7) endsUcen focus my

student te te attention on the Initiation, organisation and control of

those activiltise. ectivitlei', se a nab -set of mathematical

ectivities, le 1 thioir a satisfy rich and important construct.

firsti), the move away from 'methods' to 'ectivitierr la blq0dy significant.

the Iden,of leaching method' create. distinction between it and mathematical

content which I became Increasingly measly about. 'leeching method' is also

1 0

end

the reworking of 'opalsl ability' was made possible by swiatymitst the
distinction &awed the ability to Inthrpret thrust Information i.e. the

knowledge, conventions and "vocehulltry" ofthe many figural foram we tie

in mathematics, and the shilill for Visual Processing fOiskop, 140,-

spatial ability testing Only really tests what 1 till Itl and alltsergh that

Is importent,to mathematics, i wentra to ere whet VP could offer in the

classroom context.. Tor magpie, we know that iodividnals differ markedly In

their ability for visual processing, some preferrlog to do it lot ford some

not st ell. krutetikil's (1976) 'geometers' certainly showed extreme

preference for It. We know oleo that there exist differences between

Individual teacher preferences as well as between thole of indivirktel pupils

andtwe con explore how the ability con be developed or how k perrows clan be

encouraged not te..rely on it. It links with Ideas of: intuition mid imagery,

sold can Iso relate to the use of analogy sod stet *Ow

Of particular Interest le how Niger), can be altered between IesAwl owl

pupil, and this Is where the us6 or diagrams owl firrerm rims hr No import twit.

SpetielNictIvitiassan also be studied in terms of their vats* in helping
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Ina seri ornathiniPitin of iOiOjary alai 4404 'alai ina of faunal if 4 It if a $3 I ill 1k .

laafyuwpr laga a already plant to play leers of comae beaaieus 'ouch immgery col

be p004.14.opyrupriets lefesmige aind sksaples (Kent and hedger, 1940).

(

these two research area ware developing 1 had tacos& increasingly

ewers of the gepigletween much fnkilarn in mothenatics edutiiiion end the

ectuel cloakroom situation. Is one paper (limhOp, 1941)I,I Concloadi4 that.
from Sim point of view oesait tttirnrtwr Off lsatairp, liittlewAhomatics

classroom with its noisy elimaaphere,wilb iis,ahultlple oblectives, with Atm
fixed -tine lasnit sod with its staosphers of mutual evaluation, was not

very 'void pisce.lo width to learn mithemalical lb* problem i could see

Jai a leacher ague:slur was that research on its, learolog pf methematiC;?sras

becoming more end ewe sophisticskal cleasroome were becoming more

and OW'S of s duillenge to mad teachers. A4 a consequence many people

feeling that the gustily of Iserntng was declining.

wars

Ndt I ts not the only person. to noticelh's, of course, and could
see different devslupemmle Whig% were designed to make the classrooa

situation more contrallidile end ours "appropriate" fbr learning se it was

lissaid it should be done. In the USA, iayl to some extant elselhare,' one

development put era Oita? into the produceioh of the 'Ideals textbook.

nuch t^e, MOOFt and effort it invested in whet some people oofairlt tYtl
"ita.ioet7proof" texts. these are taus:folly designed to avoid sec ward

riric4al bias, met to build in mutiv_duto, 1111111MS' MkAaplOfi, hibiOfICOI

Spaced practice exercises att. ihe stimient(ii

teal and Ohs leacher'a text interleave precisely arid the teacher is told

exmolly wind Melia be done.. She thereby loess her mutt aily to the text's

*tether s Lbw roar Oduieki io ratiOnoLn also a emercfi for lesneon components

1:doe lw put together to produce the 1181111410 (Loud feel

1919/. In the U.K. Lou wq caul find one Mary of teacher itemise) diennuted

by the not tun of the Lisa ii:tibta41 4 tissue' plonning la 'vitalist:id,

{outwit Lempunonts ace miselysed, end neeicifias ere given in 'Iessunisieuji

/Of leohos,

A eaCU4k, olive to control, classroom leurniny was also developing ift life

U.K. and alsewhere.Illis was the move towerde indielduslired schemes (like

and KW) wench built to femme mtenteun the emitter reueorch

12

de

pf abinfoni i rut& oe . tiva+asysr WO hated wet 1-docooketotod evidence of

the wags in whichdmuch scheemetoLelly quango the teacher's role from

those 'of taeohar, authority, helper, to those of.edmitlistretur,mmfker,

paper distributor (Margin, 1977)., lila danger here Is that the 'wire

04taisticated the Individual motorists become, the more they intervene

betides° ilia toochor and lb. pupil. the teacher once adjoin lases her

authority to the anonymous piscas of

1

Hy own response to the chat/tinge of thi orplwity of the clessruom

pint to seek salvation in the textbook full of ideal lesson*, nor in the ,

loneliness of the individualised mete:lel, bogie task better .rays to unrder-

stand the Classroom, It iii only cosi:aim because of our itylOrout:e foul if we

could understand it better, if.we could interpret it more richly, thus{

perhaps we could learn how to handle it batter. fits brings me to the

thfrd research effort which has occupied by al010Over recant years.

I refer to it as the-tnacisi coalcuction% arrows and like'to distinguish

it from out more traditional 'mathematics lesson' (rues which, as I have

already indicated, has tasbal.10 dominate our thinking but aathema( JCS

sacition. this* 'social construction' conception has grown.aut of the

wider range of research perspectives which have been brought to beer on the

ptunummuein of life in classrooes. Classroom ethnographers, sociologists,

those who shah. verbal interactions, teachers' decisions and pupil/toucher

percepttons have applied our eyes to rich{ _apesto of classroom phenorwou.

We ass now, fur exempla; much more SOWS of aspects like teacher streatt,

pupilsc fear of mathesstics,

of pupil-pupil interactions.

the clessioos and of tautens'
power lestausse

of the affects of Interpersouil perceptions,

of the powerfUl position of the teacher in

strutsgles for coping with their reimio,e

e

hind I have been ottesOinej to do to to pull taut from {berme rct.tureituti.

fist I teal are thus 11,010 aiettnif&cant aspects for ut. lea

fundemantal to our unekoretending of mathematics tlatisrooms is the.fact

that ore la dealing with petivie. it may seem trivial to say` this but thee

fact con guilty he overlooked when discussing dahlia of lesson ctiqueNente,

fur skimpy's, or WWI ability, or mativetion, or any +Altar peYchnlogitml

13
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It is-Noe, of course', that the (loge Dim,

heicw part of an institution, institutionalises the participants. )it

each classroom group re still a unique combination of people - it has its

owl identity, it own atmosphere, its own Significant events, its own

pleasures mid 'its own crises. As .,result, it has its own history created

by, *hared between, and rememberedbythe people in the group.
. ,

A corollary which is of signIficehce to the ,teacher I. that each

individual person in the claseroce group cTestes her own Unique construction

of the rest of Ate participants, of their goals, of the interactions between

herself and the others and of all the events, teske., mathematic,e1,contents

whilfh occur in the clessrook. Such 'objects' ecabildren's abilities,

mathematical meaning, /toscfier's knowledge, rules of behaviour, do not

exiqias objective facts but are the individual products of each person's

construction.

Recognition' of this social conatructIon of phenomena les& me to propose

s new orientation for mathematics education. this orientation views mathe-

matics classroom teaching as coniOiling the organisation and dynamics of

t1e classroom for the purposes of ahariag and developing natheoiatical meaning.

this orientation ha the following festureiri

1 'it puts the teacher in relation to the whole clessroom group,

it emphasises the dynamic and interactive nature of teaching,

1 it assumes the interpersonal' nature of teething, i.e/. that the teacher

is working pith learner. not mergla encouraging learning,

it recognises the ''shared' ides of knowing end knowledge, reflecting

the importance of both content and context,

5 it takes into account the pupil's existing knowledge, abilities

and feelings, empliesising developmental rather then a learning

theoretical approach,

6 it emehasises developing mathematical Meaning as the general aim

of mathematics teaching, including both cognitive aiix1 effective goals,

7 it recognises the exietence of many methods and classroom urgent/4811one,

i.e. it doesikot by definition exclude any methndolggical techniques

already established,

8 it I. a conception ,which permits development of the teacher through of

initial teacher training and beyond.

14J

M

Central to this 'view of classroom teething is the ides nf mathematical.

meaning - a not inn which should. perhaps be clarified sit this point. *sat

a, seeking to emphasise is the persona, nature of the meaning of any

new sisithemmticl ides. A new ide.4s meaningful to the extent that it

makes connections with the Individual's, present knowledge. It can connect

with the individual's knewledge of other topics and ideas in mathematics

but it can also connect knowledge of other subjects outside

wathematics. It may well relate to imagery, analogy and metaphor, but

these connect ions hi be of different type. the i)des.cen be an essolApte

of another asthematiest idea (because that is the nature of mathematicri end

may well generate examples of. its awn. finally, and arguably Most

importantly, it can connect with the individual's toinwledgeef real world.

situations. It teobvlous therefore thatono two people will have the same ,

sets of connections and)memlings, and in perticularescher and learner

will have very different meanings associated with msthemetics. .the ^

teacher will 'know' the idariashe is teaching inn teems of the connections they

make with the rest of hir wathematical knowledge. the learner however

Is the 'meaning maker. (Postman end Weingertner. 1971) in the ed4cetianal

e nterprise end must establish the connections between the new idea pnd her

e xisting knowledgi% If the ides is to be learnt meaningfully. As Thom

(1913) says "the res?problam which confronts mathematics teaching is not

that of rigour, but the problem of the development of meaning, of the

pistence of mothemet icI 'object s". The educe' lone! gnat we are corwerned

with here then, is that of sharing, and developing, mathematical meaning.

.

This conception hew enabled me

. specter

mathematics,

communication

negotiation

to focus my analysis on three furwhientsi

activities chosen to emphasise the learner', inOolvement

with mathematics rater than the teacher's,

Presentationof content,

- chosen to emphasise the process and product

of shared meanings,

- chosen tn emphasise the nnn-stmmtry of the

teecher/p14:;71.1-eletimmhip in the development of

shared meanings. r .
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lava already S11461111144 llw Impoilarice of limo idea bf matimmaticel

activities but ix few motA thcsAihtsose iwcestoty tleirra. It is shgnitioant

fog ilw leociwr's pro-class daCsiona in,Ihat the teacher no Winger thinks

of how she wail pies/int contaf4 during Mitchel but rather Not must teaks

4,14actical conversion from makbematical cantantand knowladgs to

actimillati imitable for Ow pupil.. In the UK we still

too much about content, knowledge and atithamaticanopics:aisi not

.Awaitaiis about what ilia pupils' sctiv ty will be in clams. A focus onto

mattwastical act&itiss for the p its can taprove that situation and can

put 14w pupil's 'Activity at the contra of ties teachers' concerns.

tR but imily dues this affactitiNkimas ilacisitina but it 'siso *Mitts tim

lamellar's interactive decision-making. leaOhing is, as a result, MUT.

cunt:aroma with Ilea initiation, control, organisation and oxploikation of

the pupils' activitr liters Ls 004. -c l(Y'dynssmlc, osipini -growthfitating
a

in tio clausruuw than of a custspartwantliirmtd list of 'ific knowladge ur

ekillm to betrught from nothkhg, and to tea finished at a sat Liao:

A

'Anotior impact which "mathamatical.metivite sakes us attftmt Co is

collaburativw working. Pupils valiNcullmborativa working but mathematics

leaciors in 1iv UK tams ems ombivalmnl igtitudm towards it musX seem to

snafus p.Meitr to w ik use ilia I 0111 [WA will say Lieloijsi audi as "you case will- L.
Wilit,yOUf ifiAlij if you don't make too Such mussel In tact in UC mutiomaics

CIA42.[LUALA tbere will oils/ much sullabuativil I/Joining but mud of it will

Go covart and oftan 'illeljal' Instead of bring deliberately planned iind

isis..4.st.slett by latiecitstrbo. It only wet could Lidtvalap &Of I group "lathe-

gestic-al Activities tor pupils ties trim:tiara could be encouraged to take a more

inusitilow towardwi col}abotatiwa awed interdepandeni working than they
du mt present.

1,41/801 1:%4 twee 1 (IA I Ate ALLA: I teat v tuw it has
bemuse bcmi wail onalyinni Ur octivela0 within matimmatics tinlucation. in

woriii, in the UK, mattomaticii clawaruuma Of& places' where you do swine-
,

mulath 014,4 'Awls you coewunicate us diseuuOiathemableal moktftitte. Huonlibtjai
A'and uttalurtodotiitlit era about the cooliwctiutts oo0 teas botomun ideow - a new

lama will be eleatitaitul for a pupil 61 lima indent to which it riot/wt.-la well
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4frith the pupil's existinwidamii and meoni6gp. Ceammaileation no o mallw-
-

maiica ciasoroom is therafua,cofwerned with ahwring mothematical ocarina's

mend connections. Ws can only slurs ideas by expooing them, and 'talk' Is

clatirly a moat important mantels for,s4osing cOnasctions. Also iaportent

sr* symbolism, uses of diagrams (of cam/yin(' Images, Mtnisples fawn

.diffsrant contexts,stiamfogisi and metaphors, and written accounts and

daticriptions. Some i4s.thass err know.rtlistivalyMois about (symbala,

definitiOnis..y) oatttrer'sM know rOlditivsly less tout hnalgius, metiapfokm,.

.collte;12/. .14o:sown if ws add Into the roost/at of coaammitcmtion the

Iiimosislon of itharno, than the three-way procais, from tlw pupal to Leaches

as well as isschir.is pupil sod pupil to pupil, shows us how jgnorani we ore

about pupils' analogise, metaphors, context', examples, ate. and 41.bout ways

of anablinu thou to be sigioasd and shored. for 'amyl*, activities can

be devalopsil,which ancouiaga and legitl.isa this imposition and sharingt

such as invastigations which Involve crsatingityabutika,'or projects winch

draw on knowilidge of tlw pupili onvironment, or discussions of wathematicol

ideas and tlwAr dlograamedianalogise (number lines etc.). Savor/al research

stashes have shown we that in ctosarciosia it is the tiniclwr who does mustNA
talking. 11hat l should like to, sae are devalopments which taboo teachers how

pupils can be ancuureqed to take worm' part in the: sharigakof ma110Zaalliml

maanit01. I thisa4 that exploitintOho ideas of two-way rind throe way

communication could be a pryfilmble ma) fdrward.

or

if cuwawalicalicwi iu about a- wring meanings than fIL,10taILLE2Li 16 about

devaloping awanings. Without wishing to suggstit that the teacket i i !ley.

rattibutily fur motiomatics in the classroom, it is the ca:ie that the teacher

is given authority and power by llw'society for the specific education of

lwr pupils. !lila authority oakum that the teacher has certain goals areal

lair the pupil* and thaws will be different from the pupils' goals
and intentions in list classroom. Maguliation is qUal-directed inturactiwi,

in which lieu participants soak to attain their raspeetivo *pals. we CiOi

ineludo in lid: idea the working out of a "moduli vivendi" in tlw class-room

1.e. the ruins of prof:adore, discipline imwd behaviour which taut-he...1.0 airaaay

know much about. lewd the construct of n....awnitlic_in also utters is ay Idea
of "sodium AK:lanai", a way of knowing, whit% is whoa the teacher is trying to
davalitaiby Maoism of hear owe, necessarily richer, osttwoo4ticol knowledge aim)



understanding. this constrUct then specifically catches the necessary

power imOnliwice implicit in 'the titsching/learning relationship but it

describes it in such a' way that we can see alternatives to the were

imposition of knowledge from the powerful, teacher.

Whet it therefore forces us to do is to consider how to encourage

teachers to use l.heirpcmer not to impose their knowledge on the Pupils.

It makes us hiok more *bout how !,etchers can encourage the negotiation

process, how teschars,can encourage pupils to play s greeter pert in the %01#

development of their own methematicel meanings, hOw teachers can recognise

more positively (ihe pupils' Context and goal structure, and boa teacher*

might evaluate better the develonment of meanings.

In conclusion then, say I suggest that this 'social constructkon'

conception all the ttlree constructs, 'activities:. 'communication' and

'negotiation', offer di many rich avenues to explore in research. Like any

construct, ttmy recast what 1041 know about and direct us to what we need
t know about. I would, is .6 result, particularly urge more attention to
Et following:

- teat develcpsent of activities, particularly those which exploit the

pupils' context, and those ouiteble for emelt group mork,

the analysis of tfiliimptionehipi between ictiviti es and mathemeticel

v-21)
topics ,

studies or teachers' interactive detisions with pupils engaged in'itctivilies

of different types,

studies df teachers' techniques to encourage sharing of mathewat)cal

meanings,

the analysis, from the 'sharing' pirepective, of pupil-pupil discussions,

studies of the prowess aCereby visual imagery can be shared, -

the analysis of teachers' decision-making
concerning mathemiticel authority,

the analysis of teachers' strategists which permit negotistion,

ttm development of methods of evaluating the development of meaning.

(
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GROUP LEADERS: DALE BURNETT
WILLIAM MIGGIRSON

2;

The description of the working group read:

The computer language Logo and its underlying educational philosophy,
sloped at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology over the past

fifteen' years shows signs of being one of the most popular pieces of
educational software of the 1980's The developmental history of Logo
has been such that the time period between very limited accessibility
(1968 1982) and widisphad accessibility ( 1963 ) has been quite
short. A major Implication of this is that mathematics educators have
had little time to consider a number of important questions.

It is the purpose of this Working group to provide a forum for the'
discussion of these questions. Issues to be considered will include
problem-solving in a Logo context, the influence on school CUE kula
and Logo investigations. It will be assumed that participants will
have some rudimentary knowledge of Logo.

Working Group Leaders. j D. Burnett and W. C. HiggInson

Some fourteen members of thcStudy Group focussed their attention on
these and related questioni over three, three-hour, periods during She
1984 meeting. The initial iesska was given over to an examination and
discussion of a wide rang* of resource materiols and the sharing of diverSe
experiences which had arisen out of participants' research and teaching
activities with Logo Following this session one of the participants (J. Clark)
summarized some of the questions which had arisen.

I) What do we mean when we say Logo? Is there distinction between
Turtle Geometry and Logo philosophy?

.,

23 A
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' ) flow do Logo philocof.aly-afid. Tar Lie Geornetr y supper t existingOr ientai y and secondary mathematics curricula? j
.. 3) Other than that winch relates to mathematics, what can students

learn horn Turtle Geometry?

4). When and how should Logo be introduced into classrooms?.

5) What are some models for classroom implementation which *al
With Um*, space student access, etc.?

6) As a device for learning mathematics, why is Logo superior to other
teaching devices (such as gtaboards and pattern blocks)?

,,

7) Is it important for children to learn programming? lf so, when and
how should it be taught?, e

8) hat are the advantages of Logo as a programming language?.

9) What is the role of the teacher in the child's Logo environment?

10) Is there some connection between debugging and bow students view
errors in general?

1 1) What are other 'objects to think with" like Tuille Geometry? (Seehiiiisl5to1in§ page 11 and page 122)7

In the second and third sessions the majority of time was given over to the
exploration and discussion of aaiumber of Logo invesUga ons Two of these
were Dale Burnett's -Furth microworld and Gary ling's

anslormation' investigation The latter was posed in the form

Using only the Logo primitives FD, 131:, RT and LT, write a
small procedure 16 10 Instructions) that will draw a small
`doOdie' on the screen.
Investigate treit'effects of carrying out .various transformations
on this procedure

The group found that activities of this sort generated significant
mathernaUcal questions extremely quickly It was felt, however, that
teachers without. substantial mathematical training would probably 'not'
recognize all of the potential of these situations. Commenting on the
problem stated above, for example, Gary Flewelling wrote'

24
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Here many teachers would have to be given a sample of
possible avenue's of inquiry, for example, reverse the FD's
and BR's, or reverse all the LT's and RT's, or reverse the
order of the procedure, or replace all FD's and 13K's with
the proCedure itself, or...

Teachers might also hive to be told the task's target audience
In this example, the task is appropriate lot Junior, Inteimediate,,
Sanior and Post-Secondary students.

Teachers will also have to be shown the links between the
various lines of Inquiry sad the Mathematics curriculum
they are trying to iMplenient. In this example, various
investigations link to such topics as /teansformation geometry,
algebra, group theory and coMbinatorics.

Six conclusions arrived at by the working group near the end of its
deliberations were: gr-0

I) Logo, not linked more strongly to existing school programmes,
rains the risk of becoming trivialized.

2) Logo deserves to be integrated into school math programmes

3) Logo is a tool that can be used by teachers to help them
Implement their mathematics curriculum

4) Teachers need proof of the two previous points

5) Proof is particularly needed in the form of student tasks
which illustrate these two contentions

6) Samples of such tasks need to re developed and detiverld
to teachers.

Further discussion about the nature of these Logo tasks led to the lollowing
consensus

The tasks shouil satisfy many of the following criteria

I) Can be used by students with a variety of interests and abilities

2) Allow for a number of lines of inquiry.

5
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3) Can be returned to again and again through the schooltzear

4) Can be utilized through the grades at varying levels of
sophistication.

C._
5) Has links to the mathematics curriculum

6) Contains an element of choice/freedom/modifiability for
both the teacher and the student.

WORKING GROUP B

*,17.) May require the student to construct various procedures
,...... .... to carry out related investigations.

8) May have to be figgypanied b itten procedures.
,110,

k,
9) Invites the cooperative effOtt of more on. participant.

'tary, Flew. Illsg Mathematics Consultant, Welling n County Board of
'Education, 500 Victoria Road North, Guelph, Ontat 1E SRO volunteered
to coordinate a Iasi force to generates collection of such tasks.

Participants in the working group: J. Bergeron, D. Burnett, j. Clark,
Flews ilink W. Higginson, J. Mel, B. Hodgson, H. Hough, R. McGee,

A McLean, M, Rahim, P. Rogers, P. Taylor, E. Wililms,

26

THE IMPACT.OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY ON

SCHOOL ALGEBRA cURRICULA

27
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Computers and Algebra

22

work of this iiroop 1. 4dt /41 (11.114 6.1 by what WC I I'd. A

444 perliaps 124.st by the proposed I&k ai and tut lowop work rail cis c 40410 as aqr.

reaction to the material considered. Finally the work of the group cal be

focussed by ealensions,whicb we did aot have time to consider and by material

and diractioub which wa deliberately chose not to follow.

Ilsckgroonl

As background 10 our w4)114eseeebars of the group brought the fdilowing

kinds tof concerns:

,-771111 1$ It we or01141 school Algebra In S 10 years? Whit distortions

will Iha use of micros cause In algibr#1

What will be Oa effect of now technologies in algrbraiC,syaboi

potation and its meaning?

- What implications do computer related thinking, learning.and knowledge

building theories tag. Al) have for algebra)

- What effecti will the CUmpulsr egaperience backgrounds of students have
by

for teaching algebra to !hie

Carolyn Kieran

and

Thomas Kloren'

WWI kinds of software and ccutputsi uses will help,in aluebraic concept
datielopment? tkxw can this he assessed?

Can cu oulers be wsail to ameliorate studs:xi leatilisly Jiff icullies1

Ilan* tan this he studied in algebra7

?horn is hi 911/4 pal.ei cci software bhich, "dues

Itow does oar learn tis use iii' Reporting for onJ using ideas contributed by the tdorLing group;
How 4/Lic s urea le4Lls Its 5,511D4vid Alexander, Dale Arose. GilA hAtina, Sick Lars Jonsson,

/7
DAIre ktrihner. Andrsl baJuticour and John Poland.

2-8

* Ilia group spatially comwended Carolyn Kieran whose extra efloils in providiic

ilia technical set-up made surny of our considerations possible,

29
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24'tow Aloes it Impinge on what 1$ currently taught In algebra?

Who' ought to he taught?

now does or.. leach leachers about 'computers for teaching` algebra?

What is the interaction arson,. human algehraic knowledoe building tools,

algebraic games on a computer and programming? How does one. study

this phenomena? Measure its effect?

Materials Considered

The working group eons! *red four kinds o materials: Documents, soft-

ware, oral reports and site visits.

I. The group considered a number of documents. studied and discussed

.09

by all were: ,

fey,' J. T. (ed.) Computing and Mathematics, Report of
r

1982 collier/nee. tiCiti, 1984. (eslrackally the Algebra hapter)

- Blume, G. W. A r view of research on the effects of c uter

programming In loathe* ical problem solving. A trifler frootihe New

Orleans' AfItA awatIng, 19511.

We also had available a small library of text materials using

in school algebra from 1969 - Mk,

1 The group tooether ireelewedsoese pieces of relevant software, In
f

particular Algebra Arcade and Hu Math.

3 GI

1,

up members provided oral reports,particular ly one by Alexander on

1 changes in ;timbre curriculum In Ontario and its relationship

in cci.vuttr applications and one by Kitten. reviewing his and Hatfield's
was that It aided in the leaching of thelproperties o'f families of curves and

particularly on the effects of alnebrIC. transformitiims on notation (related
.

to graphical transformations on the screen).

Group de I itrerat Ions

As suggested by the title of '(his repro[ t<wssid t Ilse aTisisi

materials seemed to stimulate discussion of more global approaches to school .

algebra. these global approaches seemed mediated by whole-grephie approaches

to the study of families of algebraic objects, by the use of the language of

powerful algebraic computing programs and through

'ramming languages.

AI4ebralc Gamma

As an opening 4.111,CISO -the group loo&ed at the game Algebrolds from the

software Algebra Arcade. in this game a person Is presented with a number

closed figures called "elgebroids" on a coordinate plane . the object of the

game Is to use algebraic expressions to generate graphs which "tilt" the alge-
braids. Since higher point values are awarded for hitting Tore than one

algebroV With one graph (without hitting "monster" or designated negative

region), the player Is oncourged to use other than linear graphs. A graph

length limitation keeps one from using curves which would more or less cover

the screen (eg. f(x) 100 sin 100x). There was a Janitor/It positive reaction

the use of structured pro-.

A

to this gam by group members both in terms of playing and in terms of Poten-

tial, for use In secondary school mathematics. This game and Its uses tended to

dominate the group's 4iscussion throughout Its sessions.

A first question iritp., questioned whether this 'game focussed do analysis
4

rather than algebra. Although it has analytic features, the oroup consensus

research of the late 1560's.

The wow visited Project MAPLE In the Computing Sc terete Department

of the linlyersIty of Waterloo.

included was a desonlIration of the algebraic capabilities of MaPtf

311 7
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ON- ill .64.41 4.u4 I4 Itt41 111119 ... was Ow %freq,/ at

.7uov tipm14 milmiut Card bueefulty halal OW plat$ILM screen but (41441.44riStkiti)

vat hazes Avadirs ul a family- (eg. linear functions y = art.. b). rilated
P

14.1114% am a b, Y ' s 1011 a. 4A f 14 outransfornalions within
4,, 2 Ls/amasses (v AA p, y e(e : 1.1 i 4 p) Thus ass's Imagination in symbol

Use would he supported by rapidly developed relater( Images. the second benefit

..felates 1n the "gem s" phenomena. the work of Males. an qualltlea of video

games and of tdPfius and toilus on the psychology of playing such games was

discussed. Thus there seemed to be two Impacts an emphasis on ',tellies of (4

expressions as opposed to single maniAlatIons and the motivational

afloct.of relating Images to algebraic expressions (perhaps mahlng their maol-

00 lion and study mare intuitive and object related).,

/
the mostsitintilcaut thesis that apse from* the wow deliberation can

best be seen in,curriculum/research questions.

Is it necessary to have an atomic understanding of the functions

to play the *peel Should we not take shit mare global approach

to'teaaing moot algebraic objects such as linear, quadratic or

exiimmwntial expressions/ Do 0448 need to learn ordered pair ideas

at all to study this material) Is atfliferent sequence of instruction-
a..

In school mathemwtics (say in the algebraic aspects of grades 1 it)

surplested/

these quesliuns and reactions to them dominated the group's discussions.

inielesling points were as follows

lb. phial APPloarit through the manipulation of expressions and

qencratiun of related graphs seems more intuitive shwas the ordered

pair firs) ecvilasis.

32
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is ws questfinwiliqw,ther ewe a; Wrial0,7 41/ Via4INIM0.0

lions without innwing about status ur objects 14.1M4ftilmwd.

- Alternative curriculum sequences were discussed. are such engirt

mental sequence construcliti wee as follows.

1. In grades K I graphing experiences using paints andinter-

orellnn graphs would be introdUced and developed.'

/I. "Algehrolds" or 1 like game could be casco. to introduce a family

of function* and the mantpulatian of related expiessionsand

equations; eq. for what values of le lees an expressitmi of the

form IA t b kit an algebrold centred at (2.1)?

11, a) An alternate "Jig:braid' sequencewoold consider the family

y a 1A1 b because in such families 1.4 Is easier to see the

effects of all parameter manipulation and such graphs can hit

more "Algebrolds" at once hence are motivating.

III./ ibis study of graphs as path) sets would follow the study of

-families of expressions/graphs. In the game context this would

be dons by reducing the "algebrolds' a single point locations

1/44\il

lb group considered the teacher educatige necessary for such (banged sequence

necessitating the consideration of. the raphs as sets of uoints.

and eephasts. it was noted that such an approach would aim at many of the

Current objectives of high school algebra, but the objectives and activities

would be dramatically different from a teacher and classroom organization point

of view.

Alsebralc pcimputers

group saw a 4k4wanS44.141014 of the very powerful MAPtt manipulation

SOACM which 14 Alan 41 being usable In the next generation uf micro cnocputers.

the group Also used the currently available Mu Math system. This tatter system

'33
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rs %low tideinq Cc( 1 t1h1 finds Of recursive .1110,01PF C L)**Ouf on% loC,ILISt of

rs list firocv,sing character. Stilt Ilse orouo saw 2 number of impli(Ji I INIS

28
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Given a graph give expression. ,

and tioes; ioIS for school algebra arising from algebraic calculator use.
'1/441, Given expression give graph;

I, Is a call for 'renewed emphasis on alciebtalt manipulation in OM \ i
Can we use shape recognf 11 program In this

curriculums obsolete? Vhat is the role of such learning now?
. effort (ee. frftAlCitat the Univ. of Alberta)?

2 useWith the use of algebraic calculators crows the nerd to Introduce
4, In what ways is the use of a global approach to algebraic expressions

4 new notation systim for algebraic expressions; will this notation

become standardized?

3. Since the algebraic calculator can generate correct sentences, there

ifilfr,will be an increasee need to Study sets of fen fiences and look for
0 patterns or properties. Thus as with graphic capabilities. the

algebraic calculator sponsors the study 1 of the global.

4 night more new algebraic tactics (eg, matrices) be Introduced or

Introduced earlier Into the curriculum/

,s,

Tallow up activities

The group, because of Its Initrest in the effects of algebraic games,

sit some goals for stud*. during the year'. 111th respect lo a game like Algebrolds

the following research was proposed:

Cao we develop and teal a sequence of Instruction Incorporating

"ligebrotcts"1 This guesllop will be studied In a large 'curriculum

sense (where does such activity fit into the algebra curriculum?)

,and the specf f ic sense (what is an approor late< sequence using Algebrolds

to study a particular family of expressions, say quadratics?).

2 flow would one modify pre "Algebraic!" programs to enhance learning?

There is currently a practice screen. Could its use be improved by

Ahowinq graphs to stay 007 be In different colours/ Could mare
4

information about aval table .expressions and manipulations be ?wilt

into the come?

34

through "Algebr4Wds". intuitiv: Now can such use be related to a

theory of mathematical knowledge building?

(an pee generate evidence of knowledge- building from Intuition in

algebraic novices (eq. Gr. 9 students) and more expert students 4eg.

Cr. 12 students studying conics) as they use tools and games such

as "Algebroids"?

Our group hopes to be able t havlpe a continuation session at next year's

\imeeting to share results of this wo wIth one another and with EMESG/GCEDM

at large.

NOTE: I. The group does not see much use for computer-aided practice in
4

algebraic manipulation. Thus, there was limited study of any such

curriculum materials.

2, The vatic, did not consider Image- related games which might be

related to leaching algebraic structures such as groups. This Is

an obvious update of the work of I21enes in the 1960's. Such

computer graphical/symbolic use could also be used at a mote

advanced level to provide background for.the study of various

types of groups or 0047 algebraic structures. Such study would

be an extension of the work proposed above:

s
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WORKING GROUP C

£PISJEMOLOGY AND MATHEMATICS
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CANADIAN-HATHEMAlICS- EDUCA11014 STUDY GROUP

JUNE 1984 MEETING (WATERLOO)

REPORT Of WORKING GROUP (C)

MATHEMATICS AND 11:1STE1401.0GY

LEADERS: 14Aiiil ICE BELANGER

DAVID' WHEELER

Marking Gimp Mathematics and liVistemology

In the first session thsgrow attempted various pars:tilairdescrip-
tions of epistemology, and than horked 'for **Ile an the epistemo-
logical foundations of subtraction (km order to compare Weir analysis
with one by Gerard Yergnaed in his article, Nognilve a4develqp-
mental peydhology and research methematics!edece lens iNne
theoretical and methodoloOdal issuser. *areas in his article
Yergnaud Sikes Isis analysis on the basis of the problems that students
at echoed have to solve the grow began with a lodels "Given some,

°Waal,* MUM/ baler 11:14W mammy ant late 'be/limitations of this
knowleckge model 'weals soon Apparent: it is clear that to "know sub,.
traction' involvek knowing more than a singlesodil offers. Alter
the ooffee break the group logical at acme rasearch resents concerned
with students' arithmetical errors - the cohneotion being that the
researcher (or the teacher) met try to reconstruct wit is in the
dhild's head, i.e. the child's knowledge. A rather loose excursion
through the landscape of bugs, debugging and feedback followed.

The discussion in the second session was launched by receding tuo
Articles - Alan Schoenfeld, '14Moscognitive and epistemological
issues in mathematical understanding", and Caleldtattegrx), "Curricu-
lum and eplatemblogy". Schoenfeld's papet raised sharply the question
of 'relative epistemologies: do we all have the'same epistemology?
do students and teachers share the same epistemology? The Piaget
story suggests that epistemology ii evolutionary in the individual.
Gattegno'm paper, %hits not shedding much light on the nature of
epistemology (la) a holistic sense), gave some instructivekinsights
into the various mourner of epistemological information tat can be
tapped.

.

In the third session the grow attempted to foomdate some research
questions.

I. htiat are,teachers' and students' implicit epistemological beliefs
about mathematics? )taw do they compare with each other and with
mathematicians' epistemological beliefs?

2. Hake a didatical-epistawalogical study of various eltammtary
mathematical bopics, using as entry point the distinction be
tucmn signifier and signified.

3. Compare the epistemological questions raised by the history
of math...viatica with the ee raised byrtherdevelccment of mathe-
atics in the individual.

4. Generate a taxonomy of epistemological assumption that could
be applied ip the analysis of mathematical textbooks.

5. Study the epistemology of the individual, e.g. how does any,i,xbo
&rive general knowledge from particular instances, or patti-
cuter knowledge foram general principles?
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6. Wee is the epistemological significance of a au rtaitly fashion-able ,ic: the rtexeemaetation of knowledee?

The group Locate aware that their discussions were difficult and
not milting obviously significant discoveries. The feeling was express-
ed that much more work in this field has been done by e.g. enamel
mathanatics educators, influenced by Bachelard, and that one obvious
step would be to find out more of whet they have achieved and areworking oh.

The 41.x.vided stMuments were volunteered by members of the gam.
Baffaella Borasi

Although the title of the working grow...focussed on the ward "epistenoe
logy", we desperately tried in the metes of all three session to
"define" suds a term. looking back, I realize now that this specific
objective at have made us overlook omen very interesting outcomes!
of our discussion. Ws may not have reached an agreement over a
"rigorous" or even satisfactory

definition of epistamolegy.( what a
disapPointeent for a groLV Of mathematicians!) but I think we con-
tributed to identify sous important elements and questions concerning
mathematics education research.

I will try briefly to list SONO of them:
- what is the student's/the child's/the

methematician's/the math. ed. ,

researcher's/ comoeption of mathematics?
- what does-it wean to know" something?
- how do we "get to know", utiat is the

"knowing process" in the child/
thesetheeeticiarVthe math ed researdher?
- how can we evaluate our mettectdogies

and results in mathenaties
education?
-,altiat is the child's/the

mathenatician's/the math ed researcher's'syseam of beliefs about how we get to know in mathenetics, hoe we
"de" mativenstics?

- for each of thi.2 previous points we might have to distinguish whether
ee are speakine.about mathematics in general or a specific math
tqpic or concept

- in, what sense can .e talk of
the Mathematician's"/"the child's"

epistemology (or morb specifically,
conceptions, sYstu411 of helical,

etc.), rather than a specific person's qpistewology?

I-

Dieter bunkenbein

`Iltrog domains of epistanology seem to be of imp°
of the dime: nethematical epistemology, genetic
and epistemology of mathonstics education. It is
these three &rains in order to avoid fundamental

rtance in the discussion
episteeology -

crucial to separate
mdsunderstandings.
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MUtlunintical epistemology studies mathematical scienov in order
to determine or to elucidate its logical origins, it value and its
Isiottande.i it is a bridge bete en stalhowtics owidlirilosophy andof great relevance to the mathematics eduCator, since it informs himabout the nature of mathematical keowledee, the cci)tent of mathe=
matics teachrng and learning.

Genstle-tiffiCersology, created by Jean Newt, eto is also its most
important representative tip to now, studied the emergence and the
evolution of mathematical notions and conceptual contexts in the
individual (in particular in the child) and it is intended to ex-plain and to rationalize the individual's behaviour in situations
where stitil notions eparge or can be applied. This domain is of
particular relevance to the ;asthmatics educator since it infoems
him about developmentgl

plecesses and their most important vari-
ables, processes he uents to stimulate, accelerate or direct.

Apistemology of mathematics education studies processes and
methods to obtain and to validate knowledge in mathematics educ-Mien. ILO results are of leportanoe to the mathematics educatorsince they infonehim about the validity of his methods and the
relevance of his results.

Wile the distinction botulism these three &mains is crucial for aclear and systematic discussion of the theme, only the synthesis ofall, three aspects.indicates the /importance and the snipe of the
epistemological approach in mathematics education.

Brock Bechar

As individuals, we seem to have some senate of the point at which we
know that something is the case. We may even be able to identify
how wiERow.

The how may be based on inductive experience or a kind of gestalt
perception or it may be derived deductively hum previous knowns
by an acquired system of logic.

We are also aware that different individuals may come to the state
of knowing that something is the case without the how of the know-ing opincidG47

This latter obeervation has decided implications for curriculum.
As mathematics educators we should have available different strate-
gies for enabling the learn of the knowing of something. As
temoher educators ue should looking at Chows appeoaches that
are most likely to be ul and most likely to be free of bettingup erroneous conclusions. 'Tie settings wa use for investigating
sethematics are important to the kinds of learning or epistemological
frameeerk that children (learners) acquire.
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U u: iart ie of utici. it hzs,tici So JK'. it iii JJtuitivu1y 0cicai0 Ih3t 4at "ru thotjht to
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+2
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L. 1. (This Is a tatIrsi rrue a review of an article rndniisea in x-1 anj x- 3 are like letters in a honi.
páthiseUcal1nbct1ai.) uiLnuin x&x areel ior

t net oairlwk the noei*ual/cethlcal aid i in (actoring i as (x-3)(x' 2). Finally, the
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tat (xast*r$ 01 ittita With thing. like P(n+l)

haw be strpLit sthstituth4ls - *l*stltL1Liais of
traLtj - alth)ugh rul f
,rit, ne&bi't be si,, of Ut cx)lluct alPui

n+l for a variable in a kncsm .çrezai (ttrcti). fli5at)r* together.
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P(n)
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'4the i to sI that It Is in fact P (n+ 1). 1
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sistiltanecusly "tJiIi*ing" Of j)+) net x as the
variable. This is really hani, in ny cases, because

"see" thei using the aIe1)r to sislify wtole syat ttally differQntly.

-a, a czz iuspntkce t a ceitain cdsl. liere else are
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single wins fida set of 3. bCLJ is just as iz-tnt før pedatpjy' as qiste.ioy of the usual sort.
se of 4 or sets of 2, piz-hajm beca%e of the sizong I Lure to suggest that istulogy is the right .ozd because
blizazy lus*a of the setting ,

of. s' cttIdtsoe that luch a stidy can be dijectivu. That Is, aithiugh
t'i -i.eiijhinga, te kind. Qf win A "classical" FuzziS (14iich aouid pezaial, stjocth, .Eat 'can

has this ii1ity of -t xcarilydsfiectiiig the a,mach be &2M1WJ has the quality that can *eka us say,, "Yes, these aware-

to a oluti - this iy Lu tiat maks it a cpd puzzle. 15585 are ixt of 1434t erycu. (hEX) Ii inlved with this iz-ticular
sethzaitics) inst ki."

Lx. 3. It s&*s- i:ituithely "clear" that Infinite sets can have
dlffu&tit tnainvsitea. It Is ivloue" that tieze az-u soze This "itunlocjy of 'setkwetical a...z-uneua" is not ti hEle of

"didactical
- ' natural I tiitn nuiioze, acre points in a uit lcalogy, hEildi ewet luit.&in airlcal and ervatic*-i-

-/ 9za4O tJ13) (k 5 1 LIX Ot-)1t. et ty a&çI ing ti -1 &l iflgflli tits, as u 1ls "kudadge of sethaazt Ical kno4odgu",
wIts rule fur azrtng n &iositleii e can

"in factN Lhe

bet Its ititf1cance fop se at the is that it is a part thai
s c,.ierlooko1 by acet s4 have dlscim.ed tie lsUsio1oqtca1 fotidaLluuitie sse nsiIiur of n4turdl
setluestics teac*sing. -,
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!et we rewind you that the Ewford Ehglish cictionary, a generally
reliable arbiter where matters of moaning are concerned, defines
epistemology as follows: 'The theory or science of the method or
grounds of knoWledge." If we embrace this definition, then I feel we
in mathematics education are bound to address certain issues. "Method"
and "grounds,* it memo to xi, both deal with coming to know more
often than knowing, and with either of these more often than the
content that is or is to be known. It may tall be that the nature of
what we seek tw shapes to some extent the methods we_msetn
search for it by whioh"We jUdge whither or noi-Toi
have found it, such AM the design of.a tool is influencedaithe
nature of the materials to which it is to be applied. I it would
be a mistake, however, to focus on the'goal or the finished pre: duct
at the expenke of the prowess.

tam reflect for a moment on the question of what methods and grounds
of knowledge students are emPected to operate with in the *athematic*.
classroom. All to) frequently, I suspect, the method is absorption
and the grounds lie in external authority. Students 'soak up' what
the teacher, Atha of course cannot be wrong, inundates them with.
"that suit a situation is inappropriata and unamaptable I take as a
truism.- intalUeotual growth tike place in soil of this sort?
I belieVe that abeorption'should give way bp inquiryand external
authority to letarnal validation. Perhaps it is not realistic to
expect young children tp begin their learning careers with inquiry
and internal validation, though I would argue-that it-often is realistic.
Perhaps this 'giving way' is something that students should actually
experience as their education progresses. In any case, I feel certain
of the direction in which I would like to see things go.

Thoroughly consistent with all of this is a strong sense of the
sanctity of. the individual in the quest for knowledge. Not
surprisingly; I find a pmeccorration with common epistemological
assumptions more thin a little unsettling. While I will grant that
common ground is a Aide place ANLAsKin inquiry, I do not think that
it is the only place. min IrTrwere, is it not that the differences
which set the working of one mind apart from the workfngs of all others
90 often command our attention when we try to teach mathematics? Do
"these difference* constitute obstacles to learning, or are they
invitations to explore the richness of the individual? Are they
something to be worked around and smoothed out, or are they to be
relishad and revelled in? I, for one, have always preferred revelry
to work.
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CANADI 414 MATOEHAT ICS EDUC4T1011 STUDY GlitRIP

JUNE 1984 MEETinG (WATERLOO) r

REPORT OF WORKING GROUP (D)
Working Group on Visualising Nathematica

Testy Thampsae 114giar Karina

Our (Thompsoe and Nasoa) intentions ware .to malts a catalogue of standard

topics in upper,-secoodaryffirst -year, which students find difficult, and

to explore ways in which the explicit use of inagery might assist students.

Our background assumption is thitany students believe that mathematics

takes place on paper, that they have no supportive imagery or connections

and cooseouently they fail to participate in SA OtitImitigi aspect of

mathematics. 1101""-'40.

1. Multiplication by -1 is notoriously difficult fur many
0,

students. All sorts of metaphoric models have been proposed

involving profit sad loss, orators and so un, as attempts

to justify (-I) 0 ( -1) 0 1. I believe that this ,is

'structural fact arising from the wish to retain the 'laws of

arithmetic' khan extending to negatives. la also has_a

vat/ .patent_ gsumotrIe lotorprutot Ws as. &rota' ion of -thy

assieberi ins about 0, through' IRO'. I calf it potent, because

rotations through other angles (not Jost 90') can lead to

useful inwestigatioms as well as supporting de Muivre's

theorem and Argisnd diagrams in the 90' case. Thus it extends

eciasistently to more general aitostions while providing a

geometric image to accompani arithmetic calculation, an image

which will not have in be modified later.

we.soom found that the instruction "make a record of what comes to you

when I say the following words", followed by sinix); (100a;

... produces a olds variety of tsspoossts. It emerged that the

word "image", which 1 steed in preference to visualising in order to admit

ekuustic and muscular responses as well as pictorial images, mesas "may

things to many people. For example, on examining images coauected with

absolute value, the idea of a dog en a load was 24g/sated, to describe

1A-a146. On the other hand was might hope that students would haws a

seumuttic picture of an interval of length 2b centred on a, and an

accompanying sease :4 being GA a and reaching out b OA either side. This

4hiihlights s,distinetiow between what I would call 'metaphoric associations'

(Jug on a leash) and 'mathematical images' (like points on a line).

Even though I could probably not give a definitive distinction between?

these 1 feel that I want students to contact and be friendly with the

purer mathemoical images. it may he that metaphor or simile can .help,

but I am not too sure. Most participants ...md content to employ

shot gun approach in class, trying out a variety of metaphors so that

students can respond to oats that appeal particularly to them., I, on

the usher band, still believe in, and seek, core mathematical images

which lie at the heart of the hard mathematical ideas. When I spoke of

appropriate and powerful images, it was pointed out that these must be.

relative terms relative to Individual propensities and to intentions,

I nevertheless feel that some images ate mute valuable than others.

litre are two examples:
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2 Continuous Inactions are mastiff, thought of as functions whph

have no breaks, and no infinitely wiggly portions (k la sin(1/0).

Far most students only the former image is available, and the

formal definition of continuity seems like a lat of unnecessary

symbolism. One of the features of mathematics is the

modification of images (intuition) as a result of experielme.

Perhaps time devoted to the necessary modifications of intuition

would assist students, in conjunction with making it clear to

students when the formalising of intuition is taking place

(so elOquantly spoken of at the conference by Professor Henkin)

and when intuition is being worked on and modified.

we kept .returning to the distinction between particular end general I

lestagine square; if I draw it, it is particular yet I see it as general:

in or imagination it is sort at particular, sort of general in its

fussiness. -Am I always sure in a class that the students ate.seeing the

generality that 1 an seeing when looking at or working on a particular

example?
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Suva. time vas spent seeking primitive images connected with various

mathematical topics, but in my view not_purolOW-Peogress was made to

report on. Participants tentstiveligreed to work on imagery in their

classes, and to report some example.' next year. I tried to draw what

is for me an important distinction between talking allout'an image, and

talking directly from an image, but it requires considerable practice.

To .talk from grillage is tOConsCiOulay-form ani_tater mental` image,

and to describe it to someone who is not preexist. To talk about an image

if to talk in gene hlities as if you expect others &tread to 'have'

your image. We all founeit difficult to-form and thetsltrow an image,

yet it is essential to talk from if students4are to be assisted in

forming images. I recTemend that reports of trying imagery in classes

consist of

(i) explicit instructions to form an image. and work with it,

as illustrated in the appendix,

(ii) an account of what students made of it and lessons learned

in working with imagery.

We finished by watching and working on a Nicolst film on conics. I was

able( to demonstrate what I mean by 'vacate/emotion', which is a necessary

but overlooked aspect of studying that deserves more attention. The last

event was a request to participants to Jot down one or two salient

moments from the workshop, and some of these follow.

1. The earliest event that made an impression on we was.during/rhe first

'exerciser, when we did 'free association' of images for'sin x,

at some point, I became vividly aware of hoe disparate

are the possible ways of 'imaging' such object*, and what a huge

variety of things are going on in my students' minds when I pick

on one such image to teach s given concept.

(loon;

The seLonJ items that sticks out in my memory siesta from the discussions

at the end of day 1 and most of day 2: namely, the realization of how

difficult is to create a specific settALI instructions to convey a

once you'vepirticular image (like la-4'mnd its iossible images), even

chilsen specific image. Also to what s large extent I talk about

things rather than trying to get my students to think about them. and

45'

). 1 learned how to be more passive while inviting my students to

become more active, when I in lecturing.

4. Images that illustrate an example of a phenomenon vs. images that

create an initial awareness of a phenomenon. We frequently blurred

the distinction leg,_imegery.for9,

S. A difference botulisms' metaphor and image which I had not thought about

before struck me forcibly.

a

A. I suddenly realised that the inability for me to demonstrate motion

on the blackboard, in the eat book, on the overhead in situations

where I had been waving my nide could be possibly be overcome by

deliberately evoking motion i mental images. I feel I always

personally "taw" motion in my ad and hoped say' students did.

7. To share imagery 'both' participa s must be allowed to expose their

awn versions of the image. On mot thsa one occesion'Auring the.

seminars 1 became comscious that 1 a trying to impose my Jaw

on the other person - to know that I was 41010.4 that ambarrevesi mw.

1 was in the 'teacher-trap' feeling than 'my' image was better

than 'yours' and mine was the right one.

Reassuringly I wasn't the only person in the group 'making this mistake!

S. John was asking us to visualize a square moving through two fixed points

and introduced a third point (which I visualized as being not the

square already) and then suggested we move the square through the three

points and I was stuck, unable to see that a square would 12 through

three points!

'V
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buses: flultiplicatioo by -1

j

* imagiso a oumborlisa morks4 oil with 0, 1, 2 . -1.-2, ..
kWh our owaborlioo go Irma lift to right.

._ _tats it about the 0, through $10 Adifed..
where does 2 tad upl

This is'eme way at thloking about oultiplicatioo by

t*Sloration,

* Co back to your *vistasl number limo.
lotus it about 2, through 110 isgrams.
Over doss its position relate to its 'tartly' poaltiosa
Whore Si! 20 3, 4. .. soul

Coosidor the advantage of Shawl% a briet dynamic image
(illoitapa) of a 11114 Blasting about a succession of points, than
Inviting inner imagoes The film should provide a commas basis for
losses, .a will as s ealory trace ea which to lopes* particular
quoatioos.

I Gensrelisei rotate about two pointi in succession; uhere.will
ttk Ilse be then/

Sesist sliesta until you feel ready to express a genarality'which
/ Is as eubetriatisi sod ;tractile es you teal is possible, helots

using symbol..

0 Co back to your original number line.
110 degrees.
Mow rotate l about the old position
Wire is the line now cow ed to its

Ratite it about 2 through

of 3 through 110 digress.
*tasting position/

Cenerelisi; rotate about two points is succession; where will
the line be then/

Ginetsliset rotate through,sowers1 points in ouccession all
idontitied by chair original mamas; whore will the line be
then/

4
Gaut A .ova consists of isetructiosIo rotate your num/mutiny

about son: point (identified either by its maw name, or its
original name, out be'consistent in mock gaimuii. Alt../
predetermined *umber et moves, or wheys on move selected
by some random event such as rolling s i or 6 with die,
the asst player MUST tutus* 0 to its original poeitioa.
riayrre sky then challenge whether It bee been done

successfully. Avoid using symbols to 'work ft cut . Try to
se* it dirmctly la your head.

4

0 Consultives rotate about the 'obit 2, through .90 degteis; now
rotate shout the currsot polsd 3 throuh 90 degrees; where is the1164 sow telstivs to its (mortis; pooltlowl

Generalize to savors/ auccossiveaotatioas; probably boot to
ogres that the Iowa *hauld always coos back to'the horisowKL
before try's. to (Curti/4 its pialtioo.

' 4 Generalise to dittersat assies.

Possible Rotolo* for describing effects of rotations*
COIOL$044 through 110 depress corrsopool to multiplication 4is rotations .through 90 &Foos correspond to multiplying by asymbol, say r (which cos los uosd for other :rood angles so well),or soy 1. which Is trailti000l tor 90 degrees.

&natio, through ISO &gross is s potsotisly want image for
multiplication by -1 hocaus It moue in such a rich manner.'

4
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Curriculum Guidelines A Hope in Print

- D. W. Alex/mart

In asking me to participate in thii session, nnvid
Wheeler Suggested that the focus 'should be, "What nrr
the problems of making curriculum change effective in
the schools.

The RIMS project less given us a clarified model for the
process of curriculum implementation in emphasizing the
distinCtions among

the intended curriculum
the implemented curriculum

and the attained curriculum.

The implementation of curriculum involves 'negotiations'
between developer and teacher, teacher and student (or
more completely' between developer and author, author
and teacher, and author and student,. Koch 'negotia-
tion' involves the exploration of and reinterpretation
of !meaning'.

This model re-emphasizes the fact, which we all recog-
nise, that curriculum change supposedly mandated in
documents such as Ministry guidelines, is nothing more
than 'A Mope in Print". Wore it becomes implemented,
it most be understood and believed in by teachers. A
commitment must be made upon the part of teachers to
implement the change and finally implementation must he
engineered in such a way as to change the learning of
students.

Pullen and Park in the resource booklet Curriculum
Iiplementation, Ministry of Education, Critart5,--linf
dentify the overall problems

"most efforts at curriculum and policy change have
concentrated on curriculum development and on
paper" changes. ... the implementation process has
frequently overlooked people (behaviour, beliefs/
skills, in faVour of things (e.g. regulations,
materiels( ... while people are much more difficult
to deal with than things, they are also much more
necessary for success!".

They also state that crucial to implementation Is that
teachers.

see the need for the change,
are clear shout the change, and do not perceive (he
rhnnqe an tn41 complex,
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have available or are able to generete materials
that incorporate the change and are'praetical.

While on paper" changes are clearly only a start, they
can contribute to implementation by making the change
intended Clear- It is this clarity I have been concent-
rating oe over the last two years.

The easiest example to refer to is the issue of calcu-'
lator usage. For a number of years curriculum leaders
in Oaterioi,es elsewhere, have been advocating increased

cuse of the calculator in mathematics classrooms. In
1980, the Intermediate Guideline Committee suggested
that teachers explore mmthods of using calculators in a
variety of ways, but they did not mandate the use of
calculators, and they did not clarify the relationship
between traditional arithmetic computation and computa-
tion using calculators.

A survey of students in Grades 7 to 10 inclusivP, made
in 1981, showed that &Mot the students owned or could
easily borrow a calculator but less than 401 were
.permitted to use them in class and only. 20$ of those in
Basic LeVel classes were permitted to use them on tests.
1Classroom Processes in Teaching Mathematics, Ministry
a education, Goias-TO, .

We decided to clarify the change advocated and 'include
the following statement (which' some of you may recognize
as being an offspring of Mathematics Counts.)

Use of Calculators

The calculator has become an integral part of our
way of life. In recognition of this tact, schools
should ensure that studente become proficient and
discerning in the use of calculators.

Students should possess sow reliable Methods of
carrying out calculati wittihut the use of a
calculator when a small r umber of digits are
involved, and with a ca uletor when a large number
of digits are involved.

Calculators shall be used when the primary purpose
of a given activity is the development of problem-
solving or other skills in which computation is of
secondary importance.

It should be noted' that the "shall" in the !ant sentence
makes this a policy statement in Ontario. Thus we are
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clarifying the change the choice is no longer chute:
for the teacher (nn paper) - the calculator shall he
used.

In support of this change we have also identified for

Grades 7,, 8, 9, 10 and for Grades 11 and 12 General
Level Mathematics (for Which the interface with the
Collages'of Applied Arts and Technology imposes some
terminal objectiVes) clarification of what 'small number
of digits" means in terms of calculations without a
calculator. This clarity has an additional purpose, to
encourage the change, on the part of Grade 7 and 8
teachers in particular, from spending so much time on
computation that they have little Mee left for geometry
and measurement.

Another area we have addressed is that of problem
solving. The 1980 Guideline Committee had emphasized
problem solving, but in very general terms. Curriculum
committees trying to incorporate problem solving in the
course outlines and reieource document of their respec-
tive boards had wrestled with the issues of what should
be done and at whet grades. Recommendations were made
to us to clarify the intent.

I endorse the view that in this area we must take what
fullso refers to as the Adaptive approach (as opposed to
the Fidelity approach) to curriculum change. Thai is, I

believe tfiat the nature of the change we want in this
area must be clarified through the process of implemen-
ting it. On the other hand, I also believe that the
work such as that of Charles and Lester (J1tME,00anuary
1984) gives us a basis for being cliper in our expec-
tations.

Thus, while we do not include specific content objec-
tives for problem solving we do make statements which
provide a framework for development of problem solving
and further, we have tried to identify a sequenVe for
the teaching of heuristics throughout the grades.

In the introduction we state:

Problem Solving

Developing the ability to solve problems is a wajot
goal of mathematics education. Problems are solved
by drawing on past experiences - sometimes in a
systematic manner,*but often in flashes cif creati-
vity and intuition. Problem solving is not exclu-
sively the domain of mathematics; it is an integral
part of all subjects and of everyday life.
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Syst tic problem solving involves the following
stag

I The awareness of a situation in which there is
iven information and a goal

II The consideration of possible strategiei
(models
he choice of a strategy (model)
le carrying out of the strategy

VfThe verification of the solution in the
situation

There are two major types of problems:

1. A strategy is evident imiediately. Difficul-
ties in solution'are related to ability to
carry out the strategy correctly.

2. 4-strategy is not immediately evident. Diffi-
culties in solution are initially related to
-choosing an appropriate strategy.

A gijen problem may be of the firs type for one
individual, but of .the second for an Cher.

Word problems assigned after a methane ical concept
or skill has been taught are usual) of the first
type, for most students, requiring on the appli-
cation of a known algorithm to proces a solution.
It is essential that students also bay experiences'
throughout each grade with problems of the second
type. Generally, these problems should. be solvable
by a variety of strategMbe or by models and tech-
niques that have not been recently taught or
practised.

The following 016 d be stressed in connection with
the stages of sy emetic problem, solving:

I Identify rel ant and irrelevant information:

Read
Understavraili-

Paraphrase
Summarize
List

II identify possible strategies:

Classify information (insufficient, confli-
ting, extraneous, redundant)
Search for a pattern
DIAW A diagram or flow chart
Construct a table

118

Estimate (guess and checki ieprove the guess)
Choose operations and sequence them
Assume a solution and work backwards
Use a mathematical operation, a formula, or
write an equation
Solve a simpler problem (part of the problem)
Account for all possibilities
Check for hidden assumptions
Hake an assumption and draw a conclusion

.

III Consider-reasonslor_the choice of stratogyi

Familiarity
Ease of implementation
Efficiency (elegance)

IV Carry out the strategy:.

Work with care
Check work
Present ideas clearly
Persist (try, rest, try again, try another
strategy)

V Determine how good the solution

Verify in the problem situation Ireas ble-
ness of result)
Generalize the solution to iimilar proble
Search for a better solution

Throughout the Intermediate and Senior Divisions,
courses must include planned experiences based on
Type 2 problem., which will strengthen the
students' problem-solving skills summarized above..

While for Grade 7 and 8 we identify the following
strategies for particular attention:

Problem Solving
4

Emphasis should be placed on the following aspects
of problem solving:
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I Identify relevant and irrelevant information:

Read
Understand
Paraphrase
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II Identify possible strategies:

Classify information (iesufficient,COnflic
ting, extraneous, redundant)*
Search for a pattern
Draw a diagram or flow chart
Construct a table
Estimate (guess abd check, improve the guess)

, Chdose operations and sequence them
Assume a solution and work backwards

. Solve a simpler problem
Make an assuaptipn and draw a conclusion

III Consider reasons for choice of Strategy:

Familiarity
Ea a of implementatyn

IV C rry out the strategy:,

rk with ears
CAeck work
Present ideas clearly
Persist

V Determine how good the solution is:

Verifyin the problem situation (reaspnable-
nese of results)

Hopefully this will provide sufficient clarity to give ,a
basis for growth on the part of teachers. The danger
here is that materiale,platid textbooks). will produce
"false clarity" and translate this material into work
w.ith types of problems to illustrate each strategy,
rather tiler' emphasizing the critical. aspect of. conscious
selectidiFfrom a set of posSible strategies.

0
The hope inherent in my last illustration may be the
least attainable, since its implementation will be
influenced more by economic and social concerns than by
actions of teachers.

Some background is necessarys

Since 19/2 there have been, tWo major programs in GLades
11,and 12 in mathematics in Ontario. One, Foundations
of Platheisatics, was developed essentially as a pie-

, calculua program. The other, Applications of Mathema-
tics, was developed to provide a general provam for
students not intending to take mathematics (or mathema-
tics related subjects) at university.
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One of ehe major destinations of students enrolled in-,
the Applications of Mathematics. courses should'be,
Technology or Ilueineas programs of the Colleges of
Applied Arts and Technology, however, the perception of
teachers and students, strengthendd by the level of
difficulty of many CAAT courses, is that theprogram,is
inadequate preparation for Technology programs, in terms
of the algebraic skills developed. The result has been
an increasing pressure on the Foundations cow= to
accommodate .students who in'Understanding and ivation
are better suited for the General Level program.

Taking as a basis, a statement of desirable preregui-.
sites which was endorsed by the Deane of Technology, we
have constructed a program which should provide students
with those prerequisite.. The problem is that as long
as there is a pool o Advanced Level 'graduates to'draw
on, it seems unlikely' that the grOlduates of dur Mathema-
tics for Technology prograM will get preferential
treatment for entry into Technology programs. For
implementation of the change we desire, we must sea` a
dramatic drop in students taking Advanced courses. This
seems to be asking too much of a change in parental and
student expectations in terms of "keeping the door to
university open". "*.lo

My dream is that the Deans of Technology will find the
graduates of our new program so superior in the prere-
quisites they require that they will create admission
policies that will enhance the appeal of the program.
My fear is that we are in a chicken/egg situation and
many students will continue with the new Advanced
programs. to the detriment of,both themselves and the
program.

I have tried -to examine the problem of effective change
in curriculum from the perspective of the development of
Ministry guidelines. Mike Silbert will look at the same
issue from a perspective a little closer to the class-.
room, that of a mathematics coordinat'Sr for a large
school board.

In my.view, intended change can only be achieved through
the modified' teacher belief and behaviour which comes
from appreciation for the need for change acid commiIient
to it. In a rational world, this would precede the
development of the on paper" change, but our systems of
education do not seem.to be adapted to such a process
and it is quite clear our world is far from rational!
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REAC110N TO CURRICULUM GUI1EL1N8

'A HOPE IN PRINT

By
Dale R. Drost

r

Before reacting to the presentations of David Alexander and
Hike Silbert, I would like to describe briefly the context,
in which which I work in New Brunswick. New Brunswick is a
bilingual province with less than 150 000 students enrolled
in grades '1 through 12, approximately two thirds of whom are
anglophone. The provincial department of education has two
programlidevelopment and implementation branches, one for
curriculum work in each of the two official languages.

I am the mathematics and 'ammo consultant for the
anglophone section of the department. Along with Other
tasks to which I am assigned, I am responsible for
overseeing the mathematics and Science curricula from grades

41 Leo 12. I attempt to monitor the situation and to keep
teachers content. Silbort's notion of a consultant as a
navigator providing information and charting a course based
on the best information and technology available describes
my position; however, due to the wide range of curriculum
offerings in mathematics and science, more time is 'Pent
providing information than charting courses. Ontario is
criticized for not having a permanent staff Imember
respahible for looking after the interests of Mathematics
on a full time basis. Although New Brunswick has such a
person in theory, the wide range of responsibilities'makes
it difficult, if not impossible to do all that needs be
done in mathematics educatiOn. 4)

In New Brunswick, we have three mathematics curriculum
development advisory committees to work with the consultant
to formulate and make fecommendations regarding mathematics
curricula. There is a committee responsible for each of the
elementary mathematics curriculum, the junior high
mathematics curriculum, and the senior high mathematics
curriculum. Each committee contains members from the
university community, as well as from the public school
teaching community. Teachers form a majority on each
committee.

Whenever necessary, a committee conducts an assessment of
the current program and reviews the aims and Objectives.
Input is received from classroom teachers as much as
possible. The statement of aims and objechives is
transformed by the comMittee into a set of criteria for
evaluating textbooks and other instructional material.
Following a review of available materials, a selection is
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made from (host' which rate highest upon evelun'tion. Pilot
classes are established in several nhools to assess further
the materials and to identify inservice needs and other
tasks attached to implementing,the progrim.

Seised on the results of the pilot projects, the committee
makes a recommendation to a provincial curriculum advisory
committee IPECAC). The PCAC is composed of representatives
of such groups as the school superintendents, the teachers'
association, trustees, and universities. If the recommended
meterial is approved, steps are then taken towards
implementation throughout the schools of the Province. If
not approved, the recommendations are returned to the
committee for further study.

In theory the process described above provides input into
the curriculum development process' from all concerned
bodies. It also allows for curriculum materials of any
nature, either those produced by commercial publishers or
those developed locally. In reality, the various Programs
usually are defined eventually by the textbooks which are
adopted.

arcTo a large degree in Canada, the content of textbooks is
defined by guidelines developed in the more populous
provinces, particularly Ontario. Provinces such as New
Brunswick, becaulie of their smaller enrollments and
therefore smaller market, bee limited impact on textbook
content and availability.

Recently, afte evaluating our general mathematics programs
at the grades and 11 level, a decision was made to search
for new textual, terials. Two Canadian publishers had
series available ich appeared to meet our needs for the
grade 10 course a had plans to develop an.additional book
which possibly c Id meet our grade 11 needs. However,
because of delays in the production of guidelines in
Ontario, each company has postponed publication of its
additional book until it is more certain of Ontario's
direction. In the meantime, we in New Brunswick have
piloted and selected one of the programs for grade 10 and
wait anxiously for the pioduction of-the additional book.

To be fair to publishers, they do allow us some 'input into
their producti. Sometimes they are prepared to add a chapter
for us, or provide us with a booklet containing material not
in the main textbook. Recently with respect to chemistry
programs, publishers agreed to make changes to their
programs to make them more Canadian. Although such changes
are often minimal, they are of importance to the success of
the program.

I
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Silbert COMINUIrrb that curriculum guides with u content
listing Mb a central feature create difficulties since they
often do not provide a primary foorie ou-t-bir rationale for,
the curriculum. Most curriculum guides already provide at
least a short statement of rationale - but do teachers read
it, and if ihey do, do they abide by it? Most of us here
would agree that statements on rationale for the curriculum,
statements on issues sucb as calculators and problem
solving, and statements as to specific elements of content
that are to be included in the curriculum need to be
included in provincial curriculums documents.' Insurance that
such intents are 'actually implemented and attained must come
from extensive inservice programs, rather than from the
documents themselves.

Alexander' raters to the problem of preparing students fur
post secondary programs in techhology in Ontario. We have
experienced similar problems in New Brunswick. Students who
have traditionally enrolled in some technology programs have
studied general mathematics courses in high school.
Community colleges complain tlait'these students have an
inadequate background in algene and trigonometry. As a
result many more students are now opting for the high school
academic program to satisfy entrance requirements for
technology programs. To some extent this lowers the average
ability of students in the academic classes and to minimize
failure rates, standards are sometimes lowered. Then
univvreitie complain because students are not prepared. A
catch twent -two' situation results. In mathematics in most
provinces wt. ave several levels within our high school
programsle s which allow most students to study
mathematics at a level commensurate with. their background
and abidIty. If our programs are to retain credibility,
standards within each level must be set and maintained.

Many problems associated with implementing change in
mathematics are mentioned by'Silbert. These include
political constraints,' human constraints, school
administrators who lack curriculum training, and teachers
other than those trained in mathematics teaching
mathematics. In New Brunswick, the provincial government
currently is investigating the possibility of extensive
reform in the educational system. Concern has been
expressed that at the secondary level, a single' core program
for all students in being considered. Such a decision would
be at the political 1e1 and riot at the educational level.
The other concerns men ioned by Silbert are also real and
unlikely to change in the near future. Yet; he is
optimistic about cdtricular change.

5ii

It could be argued that if pulaisheis are unable to piovxdo
us with material congruent to our needs, then we should take
more initiatives in developing our own material. Fur
severe' reasons, this is a difficult alternative in New
Brunswick. Our population is not only small, it is also

bringlargely rural and spread over a Dirge area To
teachers together is costly and hence not feasible on a
regular basis in the province. Finally, New Brunswick has
tried to maintain the same program for all of its students
with the same basic material used in all schools: In New
Brunswick, development of materials at the local"school or
board level to supplement a core provincial curriculum is'a
feasible task) development of materials for that 'core is
much more difficult, if not impossible given current
circumstances.

Silbert asserts that 'curriculum guides are overrated
documents in terma of impact'. Alexander adds that 'while
on-paper changes ars clearly only a start, they can
contribute to implementation by making the change intended
clear'. In New Brunswick our curriculum documents are
modest ones which provide a bFief rationale of the program
and in most cases outline the sections of textbook which
constitute the content in the curriculum.

My informal observation of what is done in the classrooms of
New Brunswick is that most of the mathematics taught is, in

facts recommended in the curriculum outline. However,
everything in the outline is seldom done. Notable examples
of this are geometry topics in the elementary and junior
high grades, statistics and probability in our academic
eleventh grade program, and an emphasis on 'real' problem
solvine throughout the curriculum. In other words, in New'
Brunswick the intended curriculum is not congruent to the
implemented curriculum. I suspect the same is true in other
provinces as well. The document may contribute to
implemenaation but the impact is limited by the teacher's
perception of what is important.

Alexander elaborates on statements on calculatore and
problem solving that are to be recommended for' anqusion in
Ontario's curriculum documents. Will such statements make
any difference in the classroom? Will they have an impact?
I suspect that, although the statements provide general
direction, most teachers will be unable or unwilling to
translate them into specific activities, The number of
teachers who read the statements and implement the
corresponding intended curriculum may be inversely
proportional to the length of the statement.



ei t advocates an ongoing rather there a slrot-griIi appnelpub
to change. None of us would disagree with this position,
yet in New Drum:wick, and I suapect in other provincen or
we the approach tends to be bhot -gun. We Tend to react
to .situations rathier than keep them under constant review.
Can it be Otherwise with single consultant responsible for
all mathematics and science programs for grades 4 through
12.

Both Alexander and Silbert emphasize the importance of the
involvement of teachers in all aspects of the change
process. The system must be open, and must also be perceived
to he open, to all,)bf those involved - teachers, pupils,
parents, trustees, administrators. In New Brunswick we
attempt to keep our system open through curriculum
committees and by close cooperation with t chefs' subject
councils and district,profeesional devel nt committees.
Yet, ironically, those whose views do not prevail es the
system as not involving them. It is difficdlt, if not
impossible, to keep all people happy with respect to the
c urriculum.

How can the intended, the implemented, and he attained
curricula be made more congruent.- In Mew 1a s ick
beginning in JOne 1915, therm will be compulsory provincial
examinations in mathematics for all students at the end of
grade 11. Will this. place teachers in a position where they
must at least cover the intended curriculum? Already some
teachers complain because of too much material in the
curriculum And too little tile. At the same time,
institutions of higher learning complain because students do
not know enough. it is possible to make the intended
curriculum congruent to the attained curriculum. I suggest
yea, but it will not be easy.

The teacher is the key and teachers for the most part need
direction - specific directio This can be done through
curriculum guides, making to hers aware of the intended
curriculum and the rationale or it. Teachers also need
inservice specific inservice directed at particular
problem areas. The inservice needsto be more extensive
thanesilts presently often the case to ensure that the intended
rurrieU4im becomes implemented. And finally teachers need
feedback sl rifle feedback on how they and their students
are doiny. c ven proper use of this feedback the
implemented c trig:Ouse can become the attained curriculum.
And, of cours , to do all of this requires funding
specific funding directed at particular problem areas. That
funding must come from provincial governmentn.

Silbert claim!: 'the real challenge in to prepare rrieulum
for teachers learning, not student learnin' , T a large
extent t agree, however we must not lose sight t t the
teAchex learning must result in student learning. At that
time the '31ope in print' will become a reality.
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In ordkr to put my comments in perspe live, I feet that I Should share
with you my mandate. As Sepervisor of Mak atics for a reasonably large
urban school board, I an officially responsible for allsaspects of the quality
Of pr ram and instructive is Mathematics from Kindergarten through Grade 13throethroughout our jurisdiction. This includes staffing our Mathematics programs

igo
as we 1. While my comments will focus primarily on the consultative aspects
of my mandate- those aspects which relate to effecting curricular and
instructional change -; I will be touching, albeit briefly, on.issues related
to staff selection.

.

What is a consultant? Well, I use to hare a tom cat. He'll sleep all day
and be out all night cargusIng and causing i lot of trouble in the
neighbourhood. So I took- kb, to the vet and got him fixed. Mow he's only a
consultant!

The following cartoon puts it another way:

mi dote, bow. Ali kart htet %mirth I doom
ea my bit. Wet weak a AMIN."

f I owe a tremendous debt of gratitude to my colleague, Gail Rappolt, for the
discussions we had prior to the preparation of these rewolks and for
permission to paraphrase and excerpt from her recent article, "Effecting
Educational Change ", in Contact 61 published by the Canmilart Studies
foundation.
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As utoluisey liwope is the Wei atufe ou teaching and Iemniug is that
teethe's feud to iwuject tkeii own liaaafilag style through the tare coident uMt
motiosikology omployod is their WM 631614.41.104 4. If this Is sir, and My omen
&Anita vat 'mos loud to cuaisiiiorale this, then urlie of the mist difficult 41 lea44111
AIL IMO a coesultani lrylny to imiplement luta curriculum is how to intervene

effect Ively is this cycle and help lieuple change.

Intim, teachers appear waist lIng or unable to change. limy seem
determined ;a hang on to' C14114'6011 strategies tad evAuilian practices which

result in high failure Mal drop awl rates. they hold as to these tehatiques

in spite of a host of theoretical sad empir ical evidence Indicating that

learning will take place using moire diverse and Sicilia* techniques. the
salutiue to this dammed is pot at the !tablas -- our owe education. As

Seitrwed usSell salad in his Skeptical slays, 'Wm are faced with a

Adwiaricel fact that e tot has aid of the chief obstacles to

intelligence and freednOthaught. Although it is difficult to break out
of our awn thinkieg patterns, we must try to faCwd on changing our curriculum

and teaching strategies based MO the firefiugs Ii -two areas: curriculum avid

loosing theory. Instead at enthaisiastic support for these saw ideas, I

CMCOmnitI reliftioute and disbelief.

Unfortunately, raiser than fecieg this problem -- aid it is certainly one
of considerable mageitude -- it Is both easier (mid safer) to lash out at an
tope; soaal, distant coiriculav klatch appears to deny the rsiolity of the
teacher that we 40 have and will oowtinua to have to our classrooms. Owe

thing that has gradually laML cad evident to me is that ,you cannot depend au
yeas eyes scIata your iona9IMai WM IS 04 t1f tutus, aid my Okla ft/CUS, given ay
04314411en oust lee us intervening in as effective way with teachers to help n*
lecogralle acid alter those behaviours and beliefs 1411CM Impette curricular and
instructional change.

the problem we face 11 a If omenclocis use mai the iesuoices are t. leas ly
limited. but LattSli hat ive change, I beheve, IS indeed possible.

11114 lug of the following histui it Al analogy tar lags the pi oblivi into
* shaper tutus.

1'lcttur as tail in Palos, Spain, August 3, 1492. At the table beside you
a group of latiuts LI* pfiliusuirliees me talking after sever at jugs of wine.
It Is the eventn9 anti Co lusibus has see1s:d. the convet141 ion you overheat
may hive yoott stwrethisiti like this:

E i, st Sallus, "Any foul t an see 11w toot Id Is f tall"

'set oud Salim "the woo Id may we I 1 he ste(e)d, but al thl.J14 lies e it's "

thud Saito,. 'I have read, histened to I apair I I and !oinked at the
maps 04 th4t4s iher e is ullies logic at explAnal Inn

the ww Id MASI he ound ."

Its it and Russell, Skeet 11 Essays. (1 titidtlei I 9iii ), p. 1611
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tutu t Sal 14,u ;

4

"Ilinaimi, 1141 MI' tr &Nu I er f raWsoy out won't put food
on my t able - - 'we are al mt. I ti.,out of ..Kirk I'

Over the past Cep years I have cost to accept that my attempts to
I:0400111CM teachers to change their practice, other this superficially, ire
Await as likely to succeed as attempts to get COOSilinui Al that t able inPalos. hole that even sailor-4We*, YAo was convinced, was not on board oneof those ships!

Now does the analogy fill Like Columbus, I begin with an assumiption:
that ideal adoration is process oritated, addresses several different learning
styles, recognizes right/left brats dominance and is. individualized to the
degree that learners belie* their awe needs are be lag met. The following
figure pres4ats, my image at the IDEAL -- analogous to Columbus' ROh1ItD WI tad'tartlet seen ilia idea on a urge scale yet, bait I believe strongly 'enoughthat It Is both desirable and posititila that at leastel'in on board one of the
ships,

IBM&

ftwru fawning (ssuakettis pow**)

C44+1 reanaind a wi slimy

itla.mogy e#44.64144.ouat toy tux hoo4 stkot
64ott444i4olotog titii stir ottruotaltoio Lholowit

iww 334.1 t/441444/414 41.1an sa u WWI so 1641i

5444L:111 Wr1i441 e414444.11110

To

r.fiici.i.biloty fed

Stuatanti 6444

twitttai

claissoutou wino
ratapietpunniAle

SIKULN 0404

-111.^ 51414411111 3455 ot-bull (14/V44013 l i If JIIVW .4 .1
C.114411/4114i 115115 u514110.11 .

....... Nvitti4 u1 deter,), b4..1w.4.4 ..wmiLudloitt.w.miie
tigtemitiou 0114 #k 5.4411

& Slia44trit witivp Ilvtii)lu ,

fm04*I
tkbale &me Likacelumal C6944.

g.4504 ipose.1 W ti Itedmoul.4 &

however , as a consult ant, I wit aware that many teacher s are st i I I in
and I might add, feel the same way about my educational Ideal As saute,one felt about the found tan Id. Given this, 1 must now be prepared to accept

dismissal of my view of the wild and see the responses of the foot s.ii log s Asmerely points along the coal Inca of knowledge,' skills and di ttudes.
ftetilisticAlly, 414 Foss ib le 'ev idefwe_ituci I it the awe, age sullos eat notes that
would suggest the world was iuutid7

Consider how feu {1
Guard the Pint a. 1k we
had no olkei exper lance

be it 11045 1110)1 caws
upgr acting.

sh it would have been kir Sal Its one to have been on
s thoroughly convinced that the woo la was flat -- lie
. t ikewise, teacher s' views t et lett their expel' tent e
ethat at Ion. their own reading, Or trios in set vac us
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the key, as a consultant, is to see the teachei AS meiely having certain
beliefs at a given point in time (not forever) and to see the consultant as a
navigator providing information and charting a course based on the best
information and technology, at his/her disposal. However, the consultant is
not the captain, and thus is critically dependent on information, credibility
and marketing to make her/his case.

But enough of this talk of sailors from a bygone era! This panel is
about curriculum -- "Curriculum Guidelines: A Hope In Print".

What is meant by curriculum? is it, as the Ontario Ministry of Education
suggests, "all those experiences of the child for vhich the school fs
responsible"T2 This definition causes ow snow personal difficulty as it
suggests that curriculum is 4 consequence of authority rather than a result of
planned action that arises from.a carefully thought out, well-researched plan.
While this 'after the fact' definition certainly suggests that accountability
coexists with authority, it focuses primarily-on the implemented and attained
cycriculue and not on what was intended but perhaps not experienced.

Curriculum guidelines, in the Province of Ontario at least, are vastly
overrated documents in terms of their direct impact on classroom instructive.
these general documents, vague in intent and distant from the reality of the
teacher JO the classroom, have little direct impact when compared to learning
materials such as eexts)end workbooks. Admittedly, the content listing in the
guideline makes i If felt in the classroom indirectly through these learning
materials but, i terms of impacting on the process component of learning, the
present guideli s are abysmally unsuccessful.

One of-the profound difficulties with a curriculum which has a content
listing as a central feature, be this intentional or otherwise, is a lack of a
primary focus on the rationale for the curriculum as a framework for interpre-
tation. This lack of focus can lead to si ificant misinterpretations of the
intent of the statements in the content s ng ia Loma course development
that is diametrically opposed to that intended by the guideline developers.
ThiS, point was forcefully brought home to me in recent weeks by two
mathematics leaders who have played an active role in the current process 'and
who are preceived as 'innovators'. It was their belief that the 'caps'
(restrictions) on some of the more traditional' arithmetic and algebraic
oeerotions meant that more time was to be spent on these topics -- not less!
They had equated increased specificity in the core content listing with
increased proficiency, or greater mastery, if you like, and greater timOlvn
task

Documents do
Petrosky reported
and tea/flings are

and the classroom

not effect change; people.effect change. As cooper and
on a study made almost a decade ago. "Students' attitudes
directly influenced by the personal qualities of teachers
climate they create."J

2 Ministry of Education, Ontario, Education in the. Primary and or
Divisions (Toronto, 1975),

Charles k. Cooper and Anthony Petrosky, "Secondary School Stud ts'

Perceptions of Math Teacher and Math Classes', in Mathematics__ Teacher,
(march, 1976), p. 777.
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The minimal impact of our curricula
documents on even the implemented.curiiculum is deafly evident in the findings of the recent provincial reviewof Mathematics in the senior division and the early JO's study of 'CurrentOntario Elementary School Mathematics Programs ". Clearly something in thepfncess is not working; what

was intended is not being implemented.

Unfortunately, in Ontario, politics.has been the significant drivingforce behind the current set of curricular
revisions although 1 would be thefirst to agree thae some of the areas of change are long overdue. Thisconclusion is only too easily formed. The guidelines for Grades / to 10 whichwere developed in the early 60's tooi,over IS yelrs to be superseded and yetrevisions on their

successor commenced less than 2 years after they had beendisseminated to the schools. One of the early criticisms that we, as awriting team had to face, was how we could possibly be changing courses thathad not yet been folly implemented. Such an action, while being consistentwith other non-curricelir
educational thrusts, left some curriculum supportpersonnel at the local level shaking their heads in disbelief of theMinistry's apparent lack of respect for the integrity of the hoplementationprocess.

The curriculum model that, for all intents and purposes, is operationalin Ontario today is the "add water and stir" or "snmoshot" (some might argue" snapshot') approach to curriculum design,
development, implementation andreview. This discrete model treats the phases of the curriculum cycle as"events" rather than as a series of complex,

interrelated processes.

The curriculum process, as a whole, is
admittedly operating under anumber of environmental

constraints, noteahly:

. Political constraints

. Human constraints (time available, rate of learning)

there is a serious
under-risourcing of the process at both the local andprovincial level!; for example, there is no onerpresently on permanent staffin the Curriculum trench of the Ministry whose primary responsibility is tolook after the interests of Mathematics on an ongoing basis.

Another matter of considerable
personal concern is the partitioning ofassessment, curriculum and Instruction. At a time when there is a strong cryfor "accountability" ire should be attempting to develop a symbioticrelationship between curriculum, instruction and assessment. It is mypersonal belief that

assessment should reflect instruction, and instructionshould reflect curriculum, both the'intent and content, to the greatest extentpossible. Is wooder that our teachers have not developed a coherent,integrated approach to these three aspects of the teaching /learning processgiven the model that we have provided?
When "push copies to pull" betweencurriculum, which is general, and assessment, which is specific, it is thelatter %filch rules the day with curriculum taking a had seat! When we careacross "exemplary strategies", do we build three equally into both ourinstructional and assessment repertoires? the answer, oenerally,' is no.

At the local level, there are two additional problems that havesignificant impact on effecting curricular change.
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At the administrative level, many administrators lack the cniriculum
training and expreience and hence do not have etcher the tools or the
credibility to convince teachers that anything but a teacher-centred, rule-
oriented mode of opeisttan will provide them with the necessary security and
stability in the classroom.

4110.4 classroonievel, many educational Jurisdictions in Ontario have
inn a subject-,
ing amber of teachers
the discipline and

jurisdiction, 10 15%
ss-aver' teachers
our Secondary
declining
part-time basis.

4

responded to declining enrolment patterns by establi
independent seniority system. As a result, 40 increa
are teaching sathemahfcs without adequate background i
with no formal mathematics education preparation. In

of our instructional lines are:being taught by these 'c
while at the same time, of the 22 probationary teachers
schools who recently had their contracts terminated due
enrolment, I (31.1%) were teaching mathematics on a hill

Gives the pr ent constraints we face, is change possi lel fly answer is

en optimistic, rat 4$11C VI

Clearly what is needed is a dynamic, responsive curricul proc s withum
an appropriate allocation of resources to support all phases, doteab y the
implrentation and assessment phases.

.

,

. how might the 'add water and stir" protcess we now engage in be darted
to optimize the possibility of effective curricular change? Certain! , a more

rational procedure for effecting change would provide for an ongoing rther
than a shot gun process of curriculum development and umplementation w th
appropriate mechanisims built into the process for monitoring, maintaining and
updating the-curricolum.

Two notes of iution apply here:

1. As with other "sequential systems", the process is bound.by its least
effective phase. If inadequate resources are applied in the
implementellun phase, for example, additional resources in other
phases will neither speed up nor improve the quality of the overall
process;

2. As with virtually all human endeavours, there is a 'law of
conseivation" which governs the curriculum process

Change must be manageable in amount and pace and should be instituted as
an accepted part of the teaching/learning plotess. When we are assessing
teacher performance we oust go beyond looking at what the teacher knows and
should be asking, "What have you done recently/ What have you learned?"

txpelenre has demonstrated that must individuals are reluctant, in

general, to change their present practices unless they are forced to do so or
believe that they have something to gain as a result of their change in.
behaviour . Iwo of the strongest non coercive avdiVANIS for change are a

reduction in work load to achieve the smue level of output or an increase in
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perceived productive output for the same level of energy expenditure. With
these factors in mind the incentives and rewards for the users of new
curriculum innovations are very dependent on the design and extent of the
support provided on Implementation. We most increasingly shift our focus to
developing and nuturing intrinsic motivation to change on the part of teachers
as evidence suggests that 'appeal to authority" alone will not work.

In order for students to derive full benefits from a new curriculum,
teachers need to be prepared through the identification of needs, an awareness
of the potential of the curriculum to meet those neltds and a familiarity and
comfort with both the conception and Actualization of the curriculum. The
development of these environmental factors is is invariant as the development
of the curriculum itself. Unless the clients perceive both needs on their
part amtpsionifigant benefits resultingg from their use of the curriculum, the
cost of the projett will not be justified by its benefits.

In order to encourage full participation in new curricular developments,
individuals and groups must, in addition, perceive that their participation
will not be directed against their own interests. The openness of the current
Process has done muck to encourage an actlenrather than reactive participa-
tion on the part of members of the educational commbnity across Ontario.

Motivation to change, alone, is a necessary but not a sufficient
condition. Even with a high level of intrinsic motivation there is still
need for training.

If curriculum is to be more than Just "a hope in print" Tare and money
must now be invested in quality teacher education progr, in order to
implement the curriculum that has been developed

for those who
prepare curriculum

That this will

A

wish to design better cur
for teacher learning, no

culum, the real challenge ts to
student learning.

be done effectively my hopef
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CANADIAN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION STUDY GROUP

JUNE 1934 MEETING (WATERLOO)
REPORT TO PANEL ON 1

THE IMPACT OF. COMPUTERS 011 UNDERGRADUATE MATHEMATICS
/

Tamei om the Impact of computers me uedergraduate methemetics
Chairman: Peter D. Taylor (Queen's)

At-the June 1952 meetillg.of the

by Tony Thompson' and Sernerd Hadeson,
undergraduate !mathematics education.

be rather successful, and at the' fo

and John Poland eat down and prepared
November 1983 edition of the Votes of

CHESG one of the working groups, led

explored the bspect of computere on
The group felt its deliberations to

_11.oirtnt meeting, in June 1953,,ternard
a gasper which they publi ed is the
the Canadian Math Sochi

At the its:4,1954 meeting of the MSG, the topic wwirdigain pursued
with a panel chaired by Peter Taylor. The three panelists were John
Poland (Carleton), George Davis (Clarkson) and reith_Ceddee (Wate0e0r----
John spent 15 minutes hIghlighting.the paper referred lo show.win
pot-titular. addressing the question of hoW the current uaderefreduste
curricular might be modified to take advantage of (or be enriched by) new;,

Oevelopeents is computer hardware and software.

` George Davis is mathemetics ,teacher and Professor of Educational
Development at Clarkson University. He is testi:gator, :architect and
mdministritOr of Oho much talked about Clarkson scheme which puts 4
microcomputer itito the hands of every altering freshmen. Be presented
sous of the philosophy behind and details olgthe scheme end then gave
number of pedegogical exeeples from his lab course le mathematical
modellini. He has kindly prepared a digest of his piesentstion, which le
appended.

Alb

Keith Geddes is Associate Professor in the Computer Science

Deportment at Waterloo end works with algebraic algorithms fen, symbolic
computation. He is currently involved the implementation of MAPLE, a
tpnguage suited to exact mealpulation 'of matrices and functions. In his
presentation he described the central features of this lentusge. It dime`
to provide software which can be easily used byundergraduste student. pn
eicrocomputer46 and which will manipulate and factor polynomials,

differentiate mod iNegrate functions, and manipulate matrices, all with
rstionel arithmetic. He hopes to have version available in 1-2 years.

Appendix

e

I)'4

A Microcomputer for Every Student.

A. George Davis Clarkson University

Clarkson University has en undergraduate enrollment' of approximately
3100 students and a gradvete enrollment of nearly 100. Of the udder-
graduates 631 are engineering students,. 201' are science students and Ill
sre in management studies.

In the spring of 1952 the President asked the faculty to submit
propoisle for "peaks of excellence" in undergraduate programs. In the
broad coeuter area three proposal* were outwitted:

(1) hardware for computer labs for majors
(2) svetralaise heetitute for solving tine shortage of college level

computer science instructors.

(3) a microcomputer for every underiteduate.
Given the nature of our institution these were all natural proposals and
by Octobet:1952 the bard of Trsatees was persuaded that the funding of
thess-proposale would create a "peak of excellence" in.education.

.4

I will concentrate on the ictocomputer proposal since it was min*.
Thi heart of the proposal was to require sach_student to have a micro-
computer,(ome specific modal to be chosen). The student would spew entry
pay.* ide for.seinteitance of the computer fgt the'''* semesters ittettead-
ance. At the cOnclusioe of the four years the itudeet would be given the
computer but 4:011 that -time the. University woulormeintste ownership. The
progrem was to 14 phased in over 4 years by providing computers for each
first year class. Thus, the institutional invOstment As dollars would
level off.after 4 years. The program began in the fall of 1983 so we have
completed one yesi of experience. The faculty who were to teach freshmen
courses in the fall of 1913 were provided with a computer is Deceshkr of
1952 so that they could have lead time to develop material for their
courses that relied on the compster. Stec, every student at Clarkson is
reedited to- take a course im Comeutir programming some use was guaranteed.
The biggest use outside Of thedlObcourses was le the humanities course
whites word proceeding was widely used. Broad use of tomputerellese4
tutorials was made in thebasic physics course where the proftwoor pro-
duced 'some 30 tutorials sad students produced approximately 200 tutorial
lessens. ese tutorials were distributed through the curriculum support
area of he tducationsf Resourie Center. The major question facing ue now
at we prepare for sophomore cierses and beyond is "Sou do we make certain
that we don't havehorselesejlirriage coursesi".Ity that I mean the micro
should not only lefluence ho' we teach but also what we teach. Real

thought needs to be given to what should; course content be now.
-'p

To that end let me describe myexporlmeet with matheMatIcs
laboratory. This course was snorted 4 years ago with one micro and 10
programmable calculators. Its basic thesis is that Interesting problems
are Inveetlgetell nOW - not the treditionul approach that you can only look
at them after you have token coursed A, 11, C, 'etc.

Programming is not the emphasis - but thidevelopment of mathematical
models is the focus. Simple progites that are easy to alter are used to
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investigate the implications of the models and the predicted outcomes ere
checked with the real world pireoncesna.

This post year moon the projects levestlgated were:

(I) A practical mow-euclidess geometry with implicotioaa for city traffic,
rohotica'amd inforserlos storage. liers at first a rectangular pattern of
"streets" was assumed and all point* wire coamidared, not just "street-
corners" as is "teal cab isometry". Questioaa addressed the nature of
"straight liaise", perpeadiculer biaectors, etc. Some of the batter
'studenta investigated similar questioma for a radial paitsra of attests.

(2) lisponaetial decoy or growth. Mare oils of the goals was to gat

atudamts to gussa at a closed form of the solution.

(3) !cadmium. This was isesetigated after the easn'er for the period of a
simple pendulum had besot developed is their physicocoursi assuming small
uscillatiuma. Questioma addressed include "Mow small Is small ", h long

swat arm be Is order to just detect a 51 cheese is gravity - differen
answer for 41110feet-initial eagle?, iatorectiom at precision of 11
measuring device with the above question- My question is, giv
now available why do we do the "small oscillstioa" work at all!

(4) Mechanics. (a) The flight of a baseball. Quastioars iaei

should the batter behave diffarsatl
impact!, the coaples job of ag under a
to home as the fly or (b) Advantage
aside from reboundia

how
maw y Perk, air trAeavy -

f ball, how to throw bells
o being tall in basketball -

(5) Lent of c. (e) Length of first etc of the sloe curve. Interesting,

hots studs don't baileys the answer because when w draw sine curve we
rarely the same unit of distance on each axis. A chance to

love ate mathematical theory when outcome conflicts with intuition.
gth of an allipaa

(6) Moats Carlo Methods.

(a) buffos Needle problem'
(b) arc length of as ellipse

4(c) logarithm

(d) whir did oiling average radius of ellipse work well for arc length

but fail for areal (a model question)

(7) itandoe numbers (central limit theorem)
(a) ahuffling deck of cards

(b) energy *totes in atomic chemistry and physics

I will spend edam of my summer working out new questions

rate these ease concepts so 1. woo't be tempted to short cut i

but be truly as involved as the students in the model work.
will, get my questions anywhere -- Scientific American, todsys

the gambling table, etc. ...

to illust-

nveetigatione
In some way I
newspaper,

t;6

TOPIC GROUP 1.

FAMOUS4PROBLEMS IN hATHEMATILS

AN OUTLINE Of A COURSE

BY: ISREAL KLEINER
DEPARTMENT OF MATREMATICS
YORK UNIVERSITY

L
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CANADIAN MA WHAT ICS EDUCATION STUDY GROUP

JUNE 19811 MEETING (WATERLOO)

REPORT OF TOPIC GROUP (L )

Famous Problems in Mithematics: An Outline of a Cuurse

lariat Kleiner, York University

ih
This is A one-semeater course at the ird year lave; offered In the

department of *athematic% ilill. Turk University". (Some technical details about

the course are given at the and.) It, is not a course in the history of

mathematic., but it Kam a significant historical component. In fact, one of

the objectives of the course is to make students aware that mathematics has

a history, and that it may be interesting, useful, and important to bring ?

history to bear 'or the study of mathematics.

The rout,* tries to legitimise in the eyes of 'students the point that

it makes genie to talk about mathematics in addition to doing mathematic.;

that it makes sense toy deal with ideas in mithematice In addition to denting

with "mathematical technology". In brief, the course attempts to make

students more "mathematleally civilized". (The phrase in quotes I. the title

of a "letter to the editor" written by professor n. Shishat it appeared in

the A.M.S. Notices, v.30 (1983). P.603).

Before dealing with the go called "famous problems", let.pe list some

Neig or themes which I try to pursue in the course, with brief indications

of intents

(a) The origin of coocepte,resultai_ and ,theorles in mathematics.

A relevant wrier theme of the course is that "concrete" problems often give

rice to ahmtract conApte and theories.

(h) The roles of in uition end_Eoltie In the creation of_mathematics
(e) Hethmatfice and the physical worid.

Studrat'g oft see only the logical side of the mathematical

entrrprice. But. in the view of liadamard, "logic merely anctfons thalr-Th
The relationehlp between mathematician.' the phyeleml world Is a

of non Inlidran geometry nod net thenty prime examples.) For

tb wotking mathematician there fa, of contne, au nntfitnn tliterplay

between intuition and logic.

Changing standards of rigor In the Aolution of mathematics.

The concepts of "proof" and "rigor" in mathematic. are not

ebeolste hut change wit% time. Moreover, the change Is not necesserlly

from the less to the more rigorous - there are fluetnetions 1!)atendardi

of rigor. Is fact, I think that what we are witnesiing nowadays (both

pedagogically and professionally) is a reaction against the strict rigor

and abstraction which have dominated mathematics for much of this century.

(d) The role of the ledivhfeel in the creation of mathematics.

Thu sociological theory concerning the develnpment of mathematics

can he summarized succinctly and poetically by the-follnwing statement

of J. Bolysil "Methemetical discoveries, like springtimegUlnlets In the

woods, have their seaman which no human can hasten or retard." At the

some time, the discoveries are made by humans - humane with personalltiem,

psemions and prejudices which sometimes have a beetling on the mathematics

they create. (Cantor is a case In point.)

More generally, the intent Iv to pay attention to the creators es

well es the creations of mathematics (i.0., the immin dram* In the creation

of *Athematic.).

ronquectx of the intuition". HistorL often bears him not. On the other

hand, theta '40tp timers In the evolution of mathematics when fogies!"

rlthet tiOu Intuitive thinking was the creative force. (Theereation
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lonitmtandIng one. it has enriched both mathematic. nowt our understanding

of the physical world. Moreover, our view of this relitfonship has

7hmoltelf over time (raperialIy In the 19th century). Ultnens the following
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wards rot Whiielu-44: "floe pat.utnx lu now fully ediahllohed that rho

414u41 aLM1SAA:111.410 are the ilu4 weapunts with which to control our

lletrught of rAmmtfelm feet."

(1) The "pantIvIty of matirumatIce".

//
. Sy 0;10 1 1444M that matheraticI itutita are out aissolute but

4

aleposta4 ars thascuutuxt. For examv10.. the statement "Ifath-afc

than 4 - c" le true in the 4amain of. aay, foal ur cuovIax numbers

but fats. IN the domain of tsamalluite emphUrs. Assisi. the 4441rellOn

is 4 1 - 0 W. .o solutions' In the Jomain of real numbers.

solutions la tire domain of comfiest stombars, aid lufluitely many 'cautions

lit the Jonah. of quatarularte.

(a) Mathematic. 4facoyeti ocAnventlosli

Tile roomtion arisen Wife or lase rnaturally 14 c000ettlom with

various mathematical develop/masts lie the 13th (Nuttily which ate dealt

with. In the course. liorsover. une used not opt fur one characterization

Uf the other. Peels anal Marsh (in their book Tha Mathematical EspetIence)

gooiest that the typical working mathematician is riatunlei on weeliJoys

en4 formalist un weehenJa (thus viewing mathematics It one' time as s'

41er:ovary anti at Another is en invention).

aemtit

jilke abf/VM tit. sew al!. of couture, of aa)Ur 1.141*.tance. la the bletory

4,

arm! Flit 1 Nippily of mathematic*, anti WIN Can out treat heal ekbatIbli 'gel), In

a one semleotr course. They ere, Inewevet, cential to 1be couture. tinceover,

they if. nest hilt with one by sue tai liatv.1 *hove), but rather are

41.4narreJ lea the ((mice of Jeellus with the ..1ampuis pio414244". Su much,

7:3

/0

fur the lorlyIng themem. Now to tine "pro).lemm".

The conical of the coulue lo flexible an4 no a cin ChOOW the

problema wale or lees es owe plasmas. 114116 are some of my clinical'.

They ere 0ICtied by personal taster by the level of the cuutue, by

the .ct that rho subject matter of the problems le usually not Jealt

with is rise standard courses. sad. soot isportentlyby, the relevance

of the problems to the themes which 1 es trying to expo

nate that !Iprnblese" are interpreted quite broadly.)

I. (You will

Alophastisa equations

e.g.. xl 4 y2 - z 2; .2 4 y2 - si .2 + 2 - yl; an ps - sm. n 2.

The commove thread Is the tour equations is that one embeJu concrete

questions about integire la theoretical (algebraic) Itameuotk of unloose

factorisation &mato. (e.g., 2 2 2
+ y + z yields (x t yl)lx yl)

2
,

en syuatiun In Causeless Integers).
Once developed, the theory bears on

the solution of the concrete problems one starteJ with. (The story of

Farmat' equation is mote complex.)

Such questions gave time to le branch of osittlteettest, namely

eliehtelc. nwebet theory anti, in particular, to such concepts am nn1cine

(accost:11ton 4om1111, Ong. field.

2. blettibotIo9 91 ptimes among the latelore

Uet. On* embed. "plactIcal" questions about inrtet In the

theoretical framewock of analysle. The atarting point le Enivi's Identity

1

0 TT 11 p
n-a

.

u p prime
, any real anumbel P 1, obit*
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de-A

toter .4pr/A to give an mite mete proof of the folinftude of prio!! 4

loaf to !show that the pr beep, are (In fiOete V11.1141) "drupe" among the,

1/

t. ex E 1/n
',deter n(f r

p Fr
that divres with

e integer
: cf. the

f lip
convergence of

p twin prime)
ThIs was the, fleet instance of the

nor of analysis In number theory and led to rndiricInmbertheorr.

other problems considekL ar* primeproducing formulae (e.g.,

FeriAt S fkrserwur prime*, the HAtijareevich polynomial, Dirichlat's

theorem on primes in an arithmetic progression), the Prime theatre,

Thentrm, and the Stemmer, Itypetheels.

Remark on Problems 1 and 2

A
10 addition to providing illustretions of ao74-Vtihe themes

mentioned above (e.g., (s), l), (a)), the study of Mosher Theory,

as exemplified in the first two problems, sheds light on the following

pointn!

JO "Simplicity" in mathematics he complex (there is an abundance

of "simple" questioner to which there are, as yet, no answers).

(if) To. study problems in a given system (In this clove, the Integela)

It Is often very helpful to enlarge the system is recurrent

theme In mathematics).

(III) The role and limitations of the computer in mathematice.

Polyormint equations

Thy cubic, the guar-tic, and higher degree eve/tines.

Students think that It wee the qundratic egoist x
2

". 0)

which led to the introduction of complex numbers. This Is not the case.

In fact. It was the ruhir which gave rise to cowrie* numbers. The "why"

5.

mill "tutu" of t "story" nrr explored,

itre rotaries numbers 'Orr on !uteri-voting rags study of the grnenim,

evolution, and acceptance of a "mothemotiral nyntem".

Some Indication 120e-inef how the mtudy of permutation, of the

roots of polynomial equation Aide In the study of solution's of the

equation An Important source of the the of the group concept.

This problem Illustrates themes (a), (d), (r), and (g).

Are there members boyomi the co,plort nulporsi

The answer depends on what we mean by "mashers". We explore

the Mitotic/II evolution of the luscious number systems (Indicating

isgains std losses at each a t t of the evolutionary process), nod then

Ntrodwe the mustermlome and the ocAonloas (Cayley nowhere), Indicating

how these, lm turn, led 'to the study of non-commutstive slsellem.

This problem illustrateshemes (a), (b), (d), (e), (f), swd (g).

1!,12.t! (-011117

Thls is an Instance of the general problem of the, (logical)

;00
justification pf the laws of operation with negative numf.etre. It

7

became a pressing problem (for both pedagogical and profeestoes1 reasons)

at Cambridge University around MO. Peen-rick and others set themnelves

the tusk of resolving this problem by codifying the laws of operation

withmumbera. This was peitrepa the earliest fenience of axiomatic In

algebts. The seeds of "abstract algebra" that emerge here oriel

(1) The mentpulation of symbol. for their own gale (sd cal 4 symbolical

algebra); Interpretation coons later.

(11) Sowefreedom to choose the laws obeyed by the aymhole.

the problem ifluetratee theme?, (a), (h), se ta (r).

7 6
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on yful.m. ), 4y 1041 5.

Psoblume 4. and 5 come Isom algehrs and eta an Indication of

, the transitIou from "classical" algebra (the itu(y of polynomial

equalities and laws of op./cation with "uumhers") to 'modern" algebra

(the stormy of axiomatic systems).

4. kw:19's parallel rttule:s.

This problem gave rise to the creation of OU Ili *oclid an geometry.

the re-evaluation of the loutnisflous of loclideart and the

stagy of sAiomatics. It is an excellent topic for raising interesting

les a (e.g., what is methemettcs1) 'tad, la particular, adiressing all

the itheild (a) to (s) mentioned ribose.

I. belquenese of represerrtatiou of function in a Fourier eer\les.

The 'turfy of rootlet* series bed a great impact on subsequent

developments in mathematic*. The problem of unique repcementation oda

.l.lciesued by Centut and this led him to Elm creation of set theory and

the clarfficatiou of the concept of tire infintte

.11114.,

ls this cunnactIon, we study caclinalsrithmetic, and algybralc

auJ transcenJental numbers.

This is an excellent topic fur illustsating themes (a), (b), (41),

(I); anti (1)

Paradoxes in set !henry.

set

114

Various approaches to resolving Russell's paradox r:uncetolng the

N - lx:x g xf 14.4 to Jlffetent asionarirations of set theory In the

early 20th cvntuty. (e.g., Russell's theory of typvt: lomblda aokIng
1,

if the Zeimelo-Fresulrel them- fan s the fosmation of N; the

von-Neumann-GUJel-Sernays theory classl OS N as a class but not JO a

met.)

Among other CaUdel, these asiamatitationa led to %fortune

ph4losophise of matitsmatica,(logiclem, formalism. intuitionism).

. The problem helps illustrate thalami (s). (b), (c). (J), and (f).

9. Cuomistiency, Complateuess jodcpullJauce.

aga we study the continuum hypotheal and. especially. GlideLli

theorems and their impact.

These matters illustrate thaws. (b), (c). (I), and 60.

Remark on ?ruble's 1, 1 11, an4 9.

la additiou to illustrating the various themes as InJfcate44these

problems relate to questions to the philosophy ot Surthemacirs. anti

especially to the fundamental question about the nature of mathematics.

Notes

(1) In one-semester course one can deal with only some (ak mead six)

of the above nine problems.

(11) Mu textbook is used. Uowevet, many references age given and students,

Arm expected to go to the libtary and read some of thrum'.

(iii) The prerequieites fat the cou rse are any two rsatheisatirs tout see.

Students with only this minimum prerequisite are asked In take concurrently

at least one or two *cue mathematics courses, (One fa Inc/king fur the

elusive quality of "nathematical maturity ".).



(iv) The technicAl aspects of the course (which constitute About 1/3

to 1/2 of the course) are not very skiing. Many students, however,

find the inteilectual aspects demand mg. To deal with Ideas in

mathematics, to be asked to reed independently in the mathematical

literature, to write "mini- essays", are taskswhich mathematics students

are not - but should become,- accustomed to. 1

e".

Other 'vehicles

Hers arm a few more probleem
(techmicelly,somewhat'more demanding),

which may by comaidered in such a course.

a) The Knnigeberg bridge problem; the Euler -Discarteis theorem for

polyhedra; the Four-colour theorem; (motivated the development of

graph theory, topology).

10 Measurement - length, rim, volume; (motivated, the development of the ,

integral).

c) "Exotic" functions; space- filling curves; (motivated the rigorieation

and arithmetleation of analysis).

d) isoperimetric problimayther maxima and minima pmebleme; (motivated
hl

1

the creatioe'of the calculbe of variations).

,o) Aspects of Fourier series; (I'd to a re-evslustton of a number of

fun.danental concepts of analysis such as function, integral, conver-

genre):

-N.
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Just 1984 mittim (WAIEutuo)

laroul Uf !WIC Gump'
.

iwiELLEcium. NE SPECIAULOITY 4 HISTORICAL! APPROACH
ARE SliktillkER, YORK UNIVERSJIY

im wi I.Jescribid three courses' that I have ta:tht is recent years atYolk ihaivairmity. Lie&h of thestrcourses has cynsider la and historical
coponosts. I also mentioned a number of rot=ont boas that could help
teachers foci I ly ruspoc tab I e" IcOnrsas.

a i:L/441-itt

S .

% ' , ...' i",; S.--T:)\, 1
,r1A topics course thalt,gbaltured on a nualmarof majo mathematical

issues, .

i .
. ...z

lio
lute se 2 -.largely a course on the history of te.calcubas

. ressing the
thumatic and ge4etic approaches., (14q text: *2.11. Edwards, The
Historical Theveltopalellt of the Calculus, Springer-Verlag, 1979.1

7,- . i i..t;iitliSe i ISM*0 (l). Kluia's *Caw of Geometry illustrated by Ow -Study
of Euelide.to, sinllarity, affirms anti priglective gectifteti les.I.'

1:3

8:84141.%

. ,A topics CUOISO in itithtmalatics"

Ir.
I introduced this course into a program offered by ate dap:18( hCM ut till I i (LS
at York University and int'endod primarily for4n-service

the following major topics wore covered in 19112-113.

1. llie evolution cif 'Ole masher systom. (11te discussion inclibled a ,

comparison of the contributions of hadoxus and Detlekind, and tensidet at ion
of major shifts of viewpolet..)

,l'ho Method of Atclalmodes.2:

1.

4.

Issue 12). Ilype!taalic gresetry and the i.jpact bf Its discovery
uep mitlamit it %.

10. irt" protam (11itolavo
of vOltaio.)

81

Y.

Some Week, construction problems and their motiern algebraic solutions. '

Keplarts law an :1 law ofillniversal GramitatL.
, . .

p
Iluyglieusi cycloidal cl This was lutcu4od ar s a simple dosoostrat ion
of the powtr of 40w4.41cotus au,/ of the i.portat cc of the idea of
cuivature.) Ja

- ., f
Itinima and Imiiima. Trim the ,,isoperimetric problem to tlw calculus
of variations. ,

di

The, Ji scover y of: to,pasbul le scomatty and its. Intel let: tua I impl i cat ions..

.

i 4
Ge.Viiiiktry, tries, and kl,iiiii's lirt4ogen progrivii.

, '

Worker's se Ies its gentsis and lirl<t of ootlitisatics.

ibIlity of au 09401Iiily theory

a

.

-
a

11. fliWertaioir as preagreS.s. I('.CItax s inspired by some of the ;lurk of
tkatkel.) ,

. 0.;;"

J
. . ....--s

A 'kat/kit:4 litiSCIlilt IOU of he course and of the vtopics listed above lips,

.ril *aortal in volima 384 8ssuck 44 of the Gamin juntrial ih:1 pathematithlitervichr,
1 by friedvich Veria her, 3016 Sevin) 6, Ilestr.illainy.

tale tay.sivo Writ' : Abe Slieititier, Itwonialit oi. ttiliwiiiai it-,4,
ikiwst 4)ot4i.io, Cuisaila 143.I JPT
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hlkli I t-eadi this Lemirse imp 1984-115 I shall call the attention of
stuksit Its:time.; to new possibilities. Specifically. topic 4 041

Aerie' and Newto could profit .from the inclusion of relevant
material on Einstein aloof; the lines of splendid two-page essay in a
first book on physics by A. ,11. French (see next page). Topic ,1 on the
evolution of the masher system could profit from the he:lesion of material
on euatrhilioris and uctooians. As for -DOW topics, wedld like students
to discuss:

(a) tnfinitesi,wpts ftoreLeibnii to Robinson.

(h) Conic sections in Greek geometry, in astronomy one] in 19th century
geomet ry..

fc

(d)

I

4),

Some .aspects of the evolution of projective geometry in the 19th
century. More explicity, how projective geometry became an independent
discipline.)

Euclid's,classification of irrational ratios in Book X of the Elements
and the modern classification if irrational numbers.

S3

r

811

1.11111q I

A onn sc in the friqterty of !kit filiLII ICS

II t;reel,, rants of the calculus and of geometry and' tirtir sulicv4inent civpint inch.

lart year t taught a course in the histo of matliceratics that centerefon
the history of the calculus but incite discussion-of some aspects of
the evolution of geometry. The Silpronc s tlymatic and genetic. t relied
to a large extent on C. IL, Edward's The historical development of the calculus.*
and on the relevant parts of a recent Russian series of books on the history
of slathered ics. The main topics discussed in the course were:

The mots of the calculus in the war, of Archimedes and haloots.a.

b. Philosophical continuation in the 14th c. (Oresmes, etc.).

c. Technical condi:ligation in the 17th c. (Cavalieri, scartes, Vereat etc.)

d. Creation of the apparatus of the calculus by Newton slid Leibniz. A critical
coisparison of the approaches of Newton and Leibeiz to the,calculus.

c. Newton's' role in the emergence of differential' equations as the core of
the calculus. aid in the growth of mathematical physics. Determinism.

f. Infiniterimals from Leibniz to Robinson.

A

11. Euler's introduction of the study of functions as an isexittant
concern of the calculus.

h. Fourier's series and its *ect on mathematics: (1) imp ( on the function
concept; (2) impact on the Concept of the integral, (3) .impact on
mathematical physics, and so on.

i. The contributions of Cadchy, Riessonn, Neierstrass and Leiresgue
to the development of the central concepts of the calculus.

k.

Fodoxus and Dedekind. The srithmetization of analysis.

The axiomatic mehtod. Friclidean geometry and geometry in the
.

19th c.

Those unfamiliar with Edward's book might like to ;mow that 'it is 3 toilette'.
combination of hard-to-come-by computational swede, and excellent crit ic;i1
analyses.

s**4
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A few recent books with substont ia I critical am! hist or ka I componentscould be used to develop a course in number I licot y The booksI have in mind ore:

II, . 'Awards, rermat is Last lheortia,
, Number Theory. An Approas,11 thitxtgli ilistnty.

St rlau and Oixtlka, Von Fermat bis Ninkoorski

IMOThe brand new Genian series of books cal led Grim& issen kithematik(published by Springer; volumes t and 2 are Zoritiia i<rir mare
volumes are promised for I984!, may help are develoy int lar courses inother areas,

and accessible materials
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